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 1                    P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S


 2             (Blessing given by Joseph Akpik.)


 3                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Well, my name is Tim


 4  Holder.  And I'm with the Bureau of Ocean Energy


 5  Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, used to be called


 6  Minerals Management Service, MMS.  And we're here to talk


 7  about what we call our five-year program, which is


 8  required by law that every five years our agency needs to


 9  have a program for what kind of lease sales we might have


10  in our different planning areas.  And our planning areas


11  that are up here are the Beaufort Sea planning area and


12  the Chukchi Sea planning area.


13            And part of the process is we write a


14  programmatic environmental impact statement under the


15  National Environmental Policy Act.  And the first step of


16  that is to hold what we call a scoping meeting, which is


17  just to get ideas from the public about whatever concerns


18  they have that are related to these things.  And of


19  course, the primary thing that can come out of these --


20  this five-year program is ultimately oil and gas leasing


21  for oil and gas offshore.  And the offshore is the Outer


22  Continental Shelf, which is three miles seaward.


23            Just to give you some context, first comes the


24  five-year program, and we end up -- after the scoping


25  meeting, we get the draft environmental impact statement.
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 1  We come back for more meetings.  Then we do a final EIS,


 2  then we -- that goes ultimately to the Secretary of


 3  Interior who decides whether and how many lease sales to


 4  put into the plan.


 5            Now, once we have the plan, it doesn't


 6  necessarily mean that they will follow through on those


 7  lease sales.  Usually they do.  The current program we are


 8  in right now, after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, he


 9  pulled back the lease sales that were pending in the --


10  the two in the Chukchi and the two in the Beaufort.  So


11  that usually doesn't happen, but it did happen.  So --


12            But if we hold lease sales that are off of the


13  five-year program, then if there is bidding on leases and


14  you have winning leases, then oil and gas companies can


15  then apply for permits to go out and explore, and if they


16  find resources, then they will maybe apply for permits for


17  production facilities, and then they would build whatever


18  resource and then we issue more permits after that.  So


19  there is lots of steps that take lots of time to go


20  through.


21            So with that kind of context -- and this is


22  different than our meeting that we had in November.  This


23  is different pieces of our process, but -- so I'll just


24  open it up for any comments that you have.


25                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: Joseph Akpik.  I reside
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 1  in Barrow and come here working on my line of work.  But I


 2  do want to comment on this five-year plan on the lease


 3  sale in Chukchi Sea.  And I've worked -- I've worked in


 4  Shell Oil in that popcorn and burger project, and I've


 5  seen at that particular time in 1988, that was a good


 6  year.  And I see the operations and it worked out good,


 7  but it's -- there were --


 8            Some things that we faced was the high,


 9  rough waters.  And at one time we almost lost our drilling


10  rig, the Discovery, and it was a bad storm.  And so we


11  broke -- there were two broken -- two broken strands of


12  anchors on that drill ship.  And that's how strong the


13  winds had gone that particular season.  And so we lost


14  some anchors, and it was something that we had to face.


15  And I don't know where -- and I did not very well agree


16  with disposing drilling fluid onto Chukchi Sea.  And these


17  are some of the things.


18            I guess it was the first project that I was on.


19  And I certainly do not want to see another project that's


20  disposing drilling fluids, especially with toxic chemicals


21  that does.  And I don't care if it's -- if the drilling


22  mud has been approved by your agent, but it's very well


23  likely that it's -- it can harm our sea mammals.  And so


24  this is what -- that hopefully that we have improved some


25  of these -- some of these efforts to drill.
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 1            And another thing that I'd like to bring is are


 2  we going to be monitoring the current, ocean current?


 3  Which way is it going?  How fast is it going?  Have we


 4  done enough studies on our ocean to see if we can handle


 5  these drill ships or whatever this five-year plan that we


 6  are talking about?


 7            So the ocean current and the weather, it rules


 8  us, us in -- us Eskimos up here because we respect nature.


 9  We follow the nature.  We respect the nature.  And if it's


10  blowing snow, if it's rough waters, we don't go out.  And


11  we are very limited.  And hopefully it does not impact our


12  sea mammals.  So these are some of the things that we have


13  to think about and do a bit more study.


14            Another thing is ice movement.  That's a very,


15  very risk to be out and drilling.  And let alone, it's --


16  when you run those exploratory things on -- it doesn't go


17  well, either.  There are a lot of studies that got to be


18  done.  And of course, we all seen the Gulf -- Gulf of


19  Mexico's oil spill, and we don't ever want to see that


20  because if we ever do see that, it will affect the four


21  countries:  Russia, Greenland, Canada, America under the


22  polar cap.  And if that current runs around in the polar


23  cap and we have got a spill, that's going to impact all


24  four countries.  And I'm sure President Obama has given


25  some directions to have good relations with the four
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 1  countries.


 2            So these are some of the things that we have to


 3  consider, please, before we can try any of these.


 4            Of course, we can do some exploration, but do


 5  away some of those risks, like I'm saying, the ocean


 6  currents, ice movement.  We have an agent, NOAA, National


 7  Oceanic Atmospheric Agency.  They can have a satellite


 8  view of the ice movement, which way is the ice movement


 9  going.  And so these are some of the technologies.  We can


10  run the popcorn to test the current.  Have we ever run any


11  popcorn to test the ocean current?  I would like to have


12  some answers in this particular hearing that we have here.


13            And that's all I have.  Joseph Akpik, former


14  borough assemblyman, former Arctic Slope board of


15  directors, and former executive council for Inupiat


16  Community of the Arctic.  Thank you.


17                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Well, I'll try to answer


18  a few of those questions.  Our agency, since the '70s, has


19  been doing environmental studies of all the matters of the


20  environment, including what we call physical oceanography,


21  which is of the currents and wind direction and ocean


22  current direction.  And we have collected a lot of data.


23            We still collect data because things can change,


24  obviously.  The amount of ice cover and the extent of ice


25  cover is, you know, changing, particularly in the last
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 1  ten, 15 years.  And they incorporate this data into models


 2  that if you had spills from any particular point, it would


 3  show where the oil would hit the shoreline.  So that's --


 4  that's part of what they do.


 5            We -- our agency does -- in fact, one of my jobs


 6  is to represent our agency with what's known as the Arctic


 7  Council.  It's made up of eight Arctic nations.  We


 8  collect data, environmental data.


 9            Well, there are six working groups.  One is


10  focused on collecting environmental data, including


11  physical oceanography for the whole circumpolar area.


12  There is one working group that's for emergency


13  preparation and preparedness.  And that's to have


14  cooperation from nation to nation.  Well, first of all, to


15  prevent any kind of oil spill and, second of all, to


16  cooperate with each other if there was an oil spill.  So


17  you know, when you've got neighboring nations, Canada to


18  U.S., U.S. to Russia, Russia to Norway, and so forth,


19  that's how that works.


20            Let's see.  I think your points on the


21  discharges are well taken.  I'm definitely not an expert


22  in that area.  Those permits, the national pollution --


23  NPDES, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System


24  permits are run by EPA, and the idea is to minimize toxic


25  pollutants from going into the water.  And we -- our
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 1  agency cooperates with EPA on those permits that are


 2  related to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.


 3            So one of the studies related to toxic


 4  pollutants that has been going on for, let's see, I would


 5  say a good three years in the Chukchi Sea is baseline


 6  studies, including heavy metals and POPs and those kind of


 7  things to measure against if there were -- once operations


 8  get going out in the Chukchi to, you know, have a baseline


 9  to check against any potential effects that might occur


10  after.


11            And we have worked with the -- the scientists of


12  the North Slope Borough on developing our studies,


13  particularly with respect to bowhead whale studies, marine


14  mammal studies, you know.  Suyedam and the other guy,


15  Craig George, worked a lot with them.  And Shell has


16  given, I think, the North Slope Borough $5,000,000 to do


17  environmental studies, and there are some preliminary


18  talks about sort of maximizing their -- that study -- or


19  the studies can be done out of that money with the studies


20  that we have with our money so that we can kind of


21  maximize the effect of our studies.


22            So anybody else?  Did that get to all -- I think


23  that got to the ones I caught.


24                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: Yeah, the elimination


25  of those.  Thank you.
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 1                  MR. TIM HOLDER: But those are very


 2  important points.  Go ahead.


 3                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: My name is Raymond


 4  Aguvluk, A-G-U-V-L-U-K, and I work for my Native Village


 5  of Wainwright as an EPA.  And I need, like, more


 6  information about -- you guys mail them to my box number


 7  or to Native Village of Wainwright, Box 143, Wainwright,


 8  Alaska 99782.  I think I wrote it down.  Let me check.


 9  So -- and I just started working November, so --


10                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Okay.  So you are new in


11  your position, then.


12                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: I know Shell was


13  here all summer with us, you know.  I was working for them


14  this summer as a radio operator, comm center.  And they


15  had a little bit of problems, you know, trying to do


16  seismic because the ocean and, you know, the wind don't


17  match together.


18            So I'm glad Salazar stopped the drilling next


19  year, right?  That's what I heard.  So he stopped drilling


20  up there.  So I'm happy, you know.  We don't want to see


21  oil spill like -- I mean, what about if we got an oil


22  spill; what you guys going to do with our people?  I mean,


23  we eat from out there, you know.  And you guys going to


24  send us chicken or steak?  No way.  We love our garden out


25  there, so --
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 1            And send me all that information about you guys'


 2  deal so I could obtain my council, you know.  I'm hoping


 3  we have a meeting pretty soon, so -- if I got any


 4  questions, I'll call Mike here, so --


 5                  MR. MIKE HALLER: Please.


 6                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: When are you guys


 7  going to start the five-year plan?


 8                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Right now.  That's what


 9  this meeting is about.


10                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: With no people?


11                  MR. TIM HOLDER: This meeting is a little


12  rough because we weren't planning it till a little bit


13  later in the week, but we got weathered out from getting


14  into Point Hope or Point Lay, so we tried to get -- as


15  best we could, get the word out.


16                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: I mean, people are


17  spoiled with door prizes.  If you had door prizes, this


18  place would be full, like buy diesel for them or


19  something.


20                  MR. MIKE HALLER: We do have one.  Here


21  you go.


22                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Joseph, he had told us


23  about door prizes and how important they are.  So


24  Joseph --


25                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: What?  This is my
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 1  prize?


 2                  MR. TIM HOLDER: You have to shake my hand


 3  for the photo.


 4                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: Am I eating chicken now


 5  already?


 6                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Even better than chicken.


 7                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: I got a door prize


 8  already.  Carrot cake.  Yeah, good for my eyesight.  Will


 9  that help with my eyesight?  Thank you.


10                  MR. ROB MCWHORTER: That's from Barrow.


11                  MR. TIM HOLDER: We brought that all the


12  way from Barrow.  We imported it at great expense, great


13  expense.


14                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: So I'm just learning


15  about EPA's steps, so I'm still going to -- my boss is


16  coming from Anchorage, going to train me some more next


17  week.  Hopefully this week.  So I'll be available if you


18  guys -- if you guys don't contact Ira, you could ask for


19  Raymond, you know, if you guys start coming back.  So I'll


20  be happy.  I want to communicate with you guys, you know.


21  So --


22                  MR. TIM HOLDER: We will accept comments


23  through March 31st.


24                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: So maybe -- did you


25  guys mail those comments to each box holder, or no?
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 1                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Oh, once we receive the


 2  comments --


 3                  MR. MIKE HALLER: You want a form to send


 4  to each box number?


 5                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: If you guys mail


 6  them, some people will fill them out, you know.


 7                  MR. TIM HOLDER: We can do that.


 8                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: All right.  Thanks.


 9                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.  We will be


10  back in some months down the road for another round of


11  public meetings with the draft environmental impact


12  statement.


13                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: So are you guys


14  going to work with the village corporation and the city


15  council or --


16                  MR. TIM HOLDER: No.  We haven't had -- we


17  have had government to government meetings, or tried to


18  have them, but -- and we will -- let's say today we didn't


19  make it with the Wainwright for government to government,


20  but we will try to make up for this by doing one over the


21  phone that we will arrange.


22                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: I wish there was


23  more people, you know, so --


24                  MR. TIM HOLDER: When we were here in


25  November, there were, like, 25 people, so this whole area
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 1  was filled up.  So -- all right.


 2                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: Yeah, thanks.


 3                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: My name is


 4  Marjorie Angashuk.  I used to work for -- fire station for


 5  Wainwright Fire Department for 20 years.  And then after I


 6  retired, they want me to come back for five more years.  I


 7  say I'm going to drop dead.  I don't want to.  So I find


 8  out -- I find out myself in a hard way, and I was thinking


 9  like this and I say, oh, my God, everything sure change.


10            When I was growing up, there used to be all


11  kinds of animals.  Nowadays when we get to our age, not


12  enough.  And then when I went to Barrow for Elders'


13  conference, I listened to some of the stories.  I know


14  that there is lots, lots, and lots of Elders complaining


15  where is our animal.  We don't want to eat hamburger.  We


16  don't want to eat French fry.  We don't want to eat


17  chicken.  We want to eat Eskimo food on our own way.  And


18  I told them yeah, everything is changed around.


19            I notice ice is changing different.  The weather


20  is changing.  The animals is changing.  Where are they go?


21  They are gone.  Where is the caribou?  Hardly any.  We


22  used to get how many when I was growing up, but nowadays


23  we only get only one.  Nowadays.  We used to go fox,


24  trapping with my dad.  I used to be a trapper with my dad.


25  Lots of fox:  Red fox, white fox, gray fox, blue fox, any
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 1  kind of fox.  My dad was a trapper, and I have to cook


 2  something for him while he's trapping around.


 3            But anyway, I just want to let you know why the


 4  world is changing around and hardly any animals coming


 5  this way.  Thank you.


 6                  MR. TIM HOLDER: I have a question for


 7  you.  The animals you mentioned were land animals.


 8                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: Yeah.


 9                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Would you say the same


10  thing about the marine mammals?


11                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: Yeah.


12                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Same thing?


13                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: Yeah, same thing.


14  All kinds of animal, polar bear, fox, walrus, seal, ducks


15  and all those.


16                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Birds?


17                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: Not enough.  I


18  just wanted to let you know.  Thank you.


19                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Yep.  Thank you.  We


20  don't do studies, by and large, for land mammals.  There


21  are other agencies that do those kind of studies, but


22  the -- we do waterfowl and then marine mammals and fish


23  and those kind of things.  So we try to keep track of


24  what's going on.


25                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: My dad used to be
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 1  a hunter, hunting everything.  But now he's gone.


 2                  MR. TERRY TAGAROOK: I'm still gathering


 3  my thoughts.  Terry Tagarook.  I'm retired.  What I've


 4  learned, what I've learned from the past and from my


 5  Elders, the late Uncle Greg Tagarook read a scripture from


 6  the Bible, and it was before whaling season.  It said that


 7  the animals that God created for the North Slope residents


 8  and that those are the aboriginal people, indigenous


 9  people that were -- that migrated from across, and then we


10  ended up here.  They ended up here, and that's where we


11  grew up.


12            He said they said to take care of the animals


13  and they will multiply.  And they had.  And then those


14  darn whalers, Yankee whalers, started coming around and


15  almost depleted the whaling population until they had no


16  use for the baleen or the blubber.  And from that, you


17  know, we were taught to respect our land animals, our sea


18  mammals, and to show respect to our land.  It will


19  replenish every year.  So when we hunt our mammals out in


20  the ocean or the land animals, we just get what we need to


21  sustain us for the winter, coming winter.


22            We have cellars in the summer that we could


23  store for this long winter ahead when the caribou migrate


24  back down south.  And we hunt our sea mammals and we store


25  them in our cellars.  And that was a way of families
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 1  being -- and extended families going in one canoe or skin


 2  boat where these families got together and went out and


 3  got it.  What they brought back with them they divided


 4  among the people that went along in the boat.  They


 5  shared.  And sometimes they were lucky.  Sometimes they


 6  weren't.  They had nothing.


 7            But what our Elders and our forefathers had to


 8  learn was they studied the skies, the ocean, the winds,


 9  and they learned.  And back then the ice used to be really


10  thick.  But today it's not as thick as it used to be.  It


11  won't hold up a 50-foot whale.  It will just keep breaking


12  unless we find ice that's piled up on top of each other


13  that's thick enough to haul it up.  And it's getting


14  harder to find ice thick enough to hold a 50-foot-plus


15  whale.  And we were lucky to get a small whale this


16  spring, last spring, and a 50-footer where we -- where we


17  were able to pull it up.


18            And it seems like this climate change is


19  affecting the ice and late freeze up.  And that's -- I


20  thought we were going to have good ice this year, this


21  last year.  We had good ice, but then the wind came around


22  and blew that ice all the way out, almost to the shore.


23  And when the southwest or west wind came in, the ice piled


24  up in front of -- on the beach.  And when that ice pile


25  up, the pressure ridges are not as thick as they used to
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 1  be.  Almost three feet, in fact.  When you go down to the


 2  edge of the bank, you will see how thin it is.


 3            And climate change is affecting our walruses.


 4  The springtime, once the ice goes out after the whaling


 5  season, the ice goes out and doesn't come back anymore


 6  like it used to.  But when it used to, it used to come


 7  back in in August and, you know, just go ashore; and when


 8  the waves start coming in, they will be just like the


 9  breakers and keep the -- keep the banks from eroding.  But


10  with the ice gone, we have more erosion nowadays.


11            And what -- what the oil companies and the other


12  agencies need to do is study what our people have learned


13  about our environment.  Study what is going to happen to


14  the food cycle of our land mammals -- I mean, sea mammals


15  once that is depleted.  Once something happens, it's not


16  going to come back.  And those are the very mammals we


17  depend on when we are out gathering for the coming winter.


18            And it's a small window of when we can hunt


19  walruses.  But they are coming ashore.  Like when they


20  came ashore close to Point Lay, they -- they had no ice to


21  go to.  They just hauled out.  And that's going to be


22  something that's going to be happening more often if the


23  ice doesn't come back.


24            And I'm thinking that sometime in the future the


25  whales will be coming through, but I don't know if the ice
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 1  is going to be thick enough to hold a whale so we could


 2  butcher them on the ice.


 3            And these are things that you need to study, the


 4  food cycles of the different species in the ocean and what


 5  effect it will have if the food cycles is disturbed.


 6            And I would appreciate if the people that are


 7  going to be doing some exploration have other people study


 8  the ocean, the currents.  I know our people here in


 9  Wainwright and the corporation have been doing studies on


10  the current with some of the oil companies.  I forget who.


11            But I think that's a step toward working with


12  the oil companies, working together to make things easier


13  for both us and them and studying the currents and


14  studying the winds and learning the conditions of the sea


15  ice.  I think that this is the way to go about it.  But if


16  you don't listen to us, why go out and then just disturb


17  the cycle.


18            That's all I have to say.  And I'm hoping that


19  you show respect to our land and our sea like we have


20  always.  Thanks.


21                  MR. TIM HOLDER: All right.  Thanks.


22                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: Joseph Akpik again.  I


23  want to thank Terry for a good comment, for having good


24  relations with our tribal.  And I want to make this


25  particular Executive Order 13-175.  This is a government
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 1  to government relation which means from Department of


 2  Interior to the Native Village of Wainwright and not any


 3  other entity like the North Slope Borough, even though the


 4  North Slope Borough is under the State jurisdiction.  But


 5  the Native Village of Wainwright is under the Department


 6  of Interior.  So this is the government to government


 7  relations to work closely with Native Village of


 8  Wainwright, Native Village of Point Hope, Native Village


 9  of Point Lay.


10            And this is some of the things that we -- Terry


11  were saying about our good working together.  And so this


12  is what that Executive Order 13-175 meant, to have a good


13  working relationship, work with these people, the Native


14  and ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope.


15            And so these are some of the things that we can


16  do because the State of Alaska is starting to get an


17  interest and we would like to override State of Alaska


18  because they only have three miles jurisdiction.  The


19  tribal have 20 miles.  The federal government have 20


20  miles limit.  And it's going to be subject.  And not with


21  the State.  And so the State has been intervening every


22  which way, and especially on this Arctic coastal.  We


23  would like to see our good relations with the other


24  coastal communities that we can work together, along with


25  our agency from the Department of Interior.  And so public
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 1  relations, government to government relations means a lot


 2  to what Terry has said, and I'm glad that he had said


 3  that.


 4            And another thing is Executive Order 12-898,


 5  February 4, 1998, Jefferson -- President Clinton put that


 6  executive order, environmental justice, put it.  Yeah.


 7  Let me get this straight here.  Environmental justice.  We


 8  have to follow along, which Native Village of Wainwright


 9  is going to follow along, which it is the policy that the


10  Department of Interior have to respect us and abide by


11  that executive order, environmental justice.  And so


12  hopefully our working relations can work together to make


13  it work.


14            I know we are -- the situation we are in is very


15  risky in every which way.  The ice -- we can see right now


16  when I observed coming in from Barrow this morning, there


17  is an open lead already.  Must be ten miles out.  And gee


18  whiz.  And further up north toward Barrow, there is open


19  lead already.  What does that tell us?  It's ready to


20  break open.


21            And so these are some of the things that's


22  unpredictable.  It's very risky, and it's going to be very


23  risky for platforms.  If they ever do decide to drill on


24  platforms, the platforms is -- I don't know what would


25  happen if that ice pressure puts out against the platform.
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 1  There it is.  And so it's not only going to be the ice


 2  movement.  It's going to be the ice current, like I said


 3  earlier.


 4            And another thing that I would like to comment


 5  is I hope that they don't make the ring seals nor the


 6  bearded seals as an endangered species.  Those are the two


 7  species that we hunt in summertime, spring and summer.


 8  And this is mostly our sea mammal diet food that we have,


 9  the blubber.  We need the blubber in order to keep warm.


10  If I don't eat blubber, I get cold out there.  I haven't


11  eaten blubber for two months.  And these clothes, it don't


12  matter.  It's cold now.  If you don't eat no blubber, if


13  we don't eat our Native food -- like Marjorie says, we


14  need our food, our Native food, blubber.  This is our


15  survival diet.


16            And so hopefully you don't get that ringed seal


17  and the bearded seal as an endangered species.  And I


18  would encourage the Department of Interior not to make it


19  an endangered species, neither the polar bear, because


20  there are plenty enough.  There are.  And this is why we


21  respect the nature.  We follow nature.  It tells us.  If


22  the current don't let us, well, we will wait for another


23  day.  If it's blowing the wrong different directions, our


24  lunch are not coming.  The eider ducks are not coming.


25  Eider ducks are our lunch.  A whale is our dinner.
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 1            And so these are some of the things that we


 2  have -- our main diets.  If I eat a hamburger, if I eat


 3  even beef, I get hungry after a while.  But if I eat


 4  whale, I can last for a day and a half.  And so this is


 5  the diet that we have.  And so we have to preserve in


 6  every which way we can.  Thank you very much.


 7                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Thank you.  Well,


 8  anybody -- we have got a small crowd here, so --


 9                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: There's a lot of


10  Elder out in Barrow complain about Eskimo food.  They get


11  hungry for blubber.  They don't want to eat -- they get


12  tired of White people food.  I don't want that.  That make


13  me sick.  That's how come most of the people are dying


14  from different kind of food.


15                  MR. JOSEPH AKPIK: Obesity is coming out.


16  Chemicals are all in there.  But we got natural food.


17  Thank you.  Go ahead, Marjorie.


18                  MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK: I was just sitting


19  by one of the Elders, and she was from Nuiqsut, and she


20  holler her heart out and she asked, God, bring our food


21  back.  She say, if I eat muktuk the way you say, right, if


22  I eat muktuk, we won't get hungry days.  Keep us warm,


23  muktuk.


24            I remember when I was growing up when I was


25  small, I used to be really cold, and I say to my dad, Dad,
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 1  I'm cold.  I go in the sleeping bag, I want to run around


 2  the little house, and he would cut a piece of muktuk for


 3  me, blubber, and I lay in the bed and then I go like this


 4  [demonstrating] and I start getting hot.  That made me


 5  feel so good.  I still remember the way I was growing up.


 6  Nowadays, we don't know why we don't see enough polar bear


 7  nowadays.  But now everything changed.


 8                  MR. TERRY TAGAROOK: One last comment.


 9  When I was in the service and I was overseas for 11 months


10  and 28 days, and I was out in the boonies and eating


11  C-rations for the whole year, and my system had got used


12  to the C-rations that the Army gave us for meals.  I


13  hardly ate any, but we were all young, you know, 19-,


14  20-year-olds.  And we were pretty active.  And then having


15  to eat the C-rations that they gave us for the whole year,


16  except for Thanksgiving and Christmas when we had a turkey


17  out in the field.


18            And then when I came back, you know, my system


19  was not used to the Native food that I was used to before


20  I went over, and I had to get -- get used to the food that


21  I grew up with.  It took a while.  But the hardest one was


22  the walrus, and it just -- and I think I ate too much at


23  one time.  And then I had to take it slowly a little bit


24  at a time, and got my system back into the Inupiaq system


25  again instead of the C-rations.  And that's the difference
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 1  that I noticed when I came back.  I had to get used to the


 2  Native food I grew up with.


 3            So that's something that -- what our oceans have


 4  out there, that's our food.  And with our store shelves


 5  starting to look empty now with that bypass meal not


 6  coming through anymore, we have to wait maybe how many


 7  days for this kind of food, the chicken or beef or


 8  whatever.  It's getting harder to -- with that bypass meal


 9  not going through like it used to.  That hotel food is not


10  too good.  It taste good on it, but they don't last long.


11                  MR. TIM HOLDER: Well, all right.


12  Everybody, we are okay to close the meeting?  Raymond, you


13  have anything else to say?


14                  MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK: No.


15                  MR. TIM HOLDER: We don't want to cut


16  anybody off.  We are off the record.


17             (Proceedings adjourned at 8:08 p.m.)
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            1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

            2               (Blessing given by Joseph Akpik.)

            3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, my name is Tim 

            4    Holder.  And I'm with the Bureau of Ocean Energy 

            5    Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, used to be called 

            6    Minerals Management Service, MMS.  And we're here to talk 

            7    about what we call our five-year program, which is 

            8    required by law that every five years our agency needs to 

            9    have a program for what kind of lease sales we might have 

           10    in our different planning areas.  And our planning areas 

           11    that are up here are the Beaufort Sea planning area and 

           12    the Chukchi Sea planning area.  

           13              And part of the process is we write a 

           14    programmatic environmental impact statement under the 

           15    National Environmental Policy Act.  And the first step of 

           16    that is to hold what we call a scoping meeting, which is 

           17    just to get ideas from the public about whatever concerns 

           18    they have that are related to these things.  And of 

           19    course, the primary thing that can come out of these -- 

           20    this five-year program is ultimately oil and gas leasing 

           21    for oil and gas offshore.  And the offshore is the Outer 

           22    Continental Shelf, which is three miles seaward.  

           23              Just to give you some context, first comes the 

           24    five-year program, and we end up -- after the scoping 

           25    meeting, we get the draft environmental impact statement.  
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            1    We come back for more meetings.  Then we do a final EIS, 

            2    then we -- that goes ultimately to the Secretary of 

            3    Interior who decides whether and how many lease sales to 

            4    put into the plan.  

            5              Now, once we have the plan, it doesn't 

            6    necessarily mean that they will follow through on those 

            7    lease sales.  Usually they do.  The current program we are 

            8    in right now, after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, he 

            9    pulled back the lease sales that were pending in the -- 

           10    the two in the Chukchi and the two in the Beaufort.  So 

           11    that usually doesn't happen, but it did happen.  So -- 

           12              But if we hold lease sales that are off of the 

           13    five-year program, then if there is bidding on leases and 

           14    you have winning leases, then oil and gas companies can 

           15    then apply for permits to go out and explore, and if they 

           16    find resources, then they will maybe apply for permits for 

           17    production facilities, and then they would build whatever 

           18    resource and then we issue more permits after that.  So 

           19    there is lots of steps that take lots of time to go 

           20    through.  

           21              So with that kind of context -- and this is 

           22    different than our meeting that we had in November.  This 

           23    is different pieces of our process, but -- so I'll just 

           24    open it up for any comments that you have.  

           25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik.  I reside 
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            1    in Barrow and come here working on my line of work.  But I 

            2    do want to comment on this five-year plan on the lease 

            3    sale in Chukchi Sea.  And I've worked -- I've worked in 

            4    Shell Oil in that popcorn and burger project, and I've 

            5    seen at that particular time in 1988, that was a good 

            6    year.  And I see the operations and it worked out good, 

            7    but it's -- there were -- 

            8              Some things that we faced was the high, 

            9    rough waters.  And at one time we almost lost our drilling 

           10    rig, the Discovery, and it was a bad storm.  And so we 

           11    broke -- there were two broken -- two broken strands of 

           12    anchors on that drill ship.  And that's how strong the 

           13    winds had gone that particular season.  And so we lost 

           14    some anchors, and it was something that we had to face.  

           15    And I don't know where -- and I did not very well agree 

           16    with disposing drilling fluid onto Chukchi Sea.  And these 

           17    are some of the things.  

           18              I guess it was the first project that I was on.  

           19    And I certainly do not want to see another project that's 

           20    disposing drilling fluids, especially with toxic chemicals 

           21    that does.  And I don't care if it's -- if the drilling 

           22    mud has been approved by your agent, but it's very well 

           23    likely that it's -- it can harm our sea mammals.  And so 

           24    this is what -- that hopefully that we have improved some 

           25    of these -- some of these efforts to drill.  
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            1              And another thing that I'd like to bring is are 

            2    we going to be monitoring the current, ocean current?  

            3    Which way is it going?  How fast is it going?  Have we 

            4    done enough studies on our ocean to see if we can handle 

            5    these drill ships or whatever this five-year plan that we 

            6    are talking about?  

            7              So the ocean current and the weather, it rules 

            8    us, us in -- us Eskimos up here because we respect nature.  

            9    We follow the nature.  We respect the nature.  And if it's 

           10    blowing snow, if it's rough waters, we don't go out.  And 

           11    we are very limited.  And hopefully it does not impact our 

           12    sea mammals.  So these are some of the things that we have 

           13    to think about and do a bit more study.  

           14              Another thing is ice movement.  That's a very, 

           15    very risk to be out and drilling.  And let alone, it's -- 

           16    when you run those exploratory things on -- it doesn't go 

           17    well, either.  There are a lot of studies that got to be 

           18    done.  And of course, we all seen the Gulf -- Gulf of 

           19    Mexico's oil spill, and we don't ever want to see that 

           20    because if we ever do see that, it will affect the four 

           21    countries:  Russia, Greenland, Canada, America under the 

           22    polar cap.  And if that current runs around in the polar 

           23    cap and we have got a spill, that's going to impact all 

           24    four countries.  And I'm sure President Obama has given 

           25    some directions to have good relations with the four 
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            1    countries.  

            2              So these are some of the things that we have to 

            3    consider, please, before we can try any of these.  

            4              Of course, we can do some exploration, but do 

            5    away some of those risks, like I'm saying, the ocean 

            6    currents, ice movement.  We have an agent, NOAA, National 

            7    Oceanic Atmospheric Agency.  They can have a satellite 

            8    view of the ice movement, which way is the ice movement 

            9    going.  And so these are some of the technologies.  We can 

           10    run the popcorn to test the current.  Have we ever run any 

           11    popcorn to test the ocean current?  I would like to have 

           12    some answers in this particular hearing that we have here.  

           13              And that's all I have.  Joseph Akpik, former 

           14    borough assemblyman, former Arctic Slope board of 

           15    directors, and former executive council for Inupiat 

           16    Community of the Arctic.  Thank you.

           17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, I'll try to answer 

           18    a few of those questions.  Our agency, since the '70s, has 

           19    been doing environmental studies of all the matters of the 

           20    environment, including what we call physical oceanography, 

           21    which is of the currents and wind direction and ocean 

           22    current direction.  And we have collected a lot of data.  

           23              We still collect data because things can change, 

           24    obviously.  The amount of ice cover and the extent of ice 

           25    cover is, you know, changing, particularly in the last 
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            1    ten, 15 years.  And they incorporate this data into models 

            2    that if you had spills from any particular point, it would 

            3    show where the oil would hit the shoreline.  So that's -- 

            4    that's part of what they do.  

            5              We -- our agency does -- in fact, one of my jobs 

            6    is to represent our agency with what's known as the Arctic 

            7    Council.  It's made up of eight Arctic nations.  We 

            8    collect data, environmental data.  

            9              Well, there are six working groups.  One is 

           10    focused on collecting environmental data, including 

           11    physical oceanography for the whole circumpolar area.  

           12    There is one working group that's for emergency 

           13    preparation and preparedness.  And that's to have 

           14    cooperation from nation to nation.  Well, first of all, to 

           15    prevent any kind of oil spill and, second of all, to 

           16    cooperate with each other if there was an oil spill.  So 

           17    you know, when you've got neighboring nations, Canada to 

           18    U.S., U.S. to Russia, Russia to Norway, and so forth, 

           19    that's how that works.  

           20              Let's see.  I think your points on the 

           21    discharges are well taken.  I'm definitely not an expert 

           22    in that area.  Those permits, the national pollution -- 

           23    NPDES, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System 

           24    permits are run by EPA, and the idea is to minimize toxic 

           25    pollutants from going into the water.  And we -- our 
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            1    agency cooperates with EPA on those permits that are 

            2    related to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.  

            3              So one of the studies related to toxic 

            4    pollutants that has been going on for, let's see, I would 

            5    say a good three years in the Chukchi Sea is baseline 

            6    studies, including heavy metals and POPs and those kind of 

            7    things to measure against if there were -- once operations 

            8    get going out in the Chukchi to, you know, have a baseline 

            9    to check against any potential effects that might occur 

           10    after.  

           11              And we have worked with the -- the scientists of 

           12    the North Slope Borough on developing our studies, 

           13    particularly with respect to bowhead whale studies, marine 

           14    mammal studies, you know.  Suyedam and the other guy, 

           15    Craig George, worked a lot with them.  And Shell has 

           16    given, I think, the North Slope Borough $5,000,000 to do 

           17    environmental studies, and there are some preliminary 

           18    talks about sort of maximizing their -- that study -- or 

           19    the studies can be done out of that money with the studies 

           20    that we have with our money so that we can kind of 

           21    maximize the effect of our studies.  

           22              So anybody else?  Did that get to all -- I think 

           23    that got to the ones I caught.  

           24                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Yeah, the elimination 

           25    of those.  Thank you.  
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            1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But those are very 

            2    important points.  Go ahead.  

            3                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  My name is Raymond 

            4    Aguvluk, A-G-U-V-L-U-K, and I work for my Native Village 

            5    of Wainwright as an EPA.  And I need, like, more 

            6    information about -- you guys mail them to my box number 

            7    or to Native Village of Wainwright, Box 143, Wainwright, 

            8    Alaska 99782.  I think I wrote it down.  Let me check.  

            9    So -- and I just started working November, so --

           10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  So you are new in 

           11    your position, then.

           12                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I know Shell was 

           13    here all summer with us, you know.  I was working for them 

           14    this summer as a radio operator, comm center.  And they 

           15    had a little bit of problems, you know, trying to do 

           16    seismic because the ocean and, you know, the wind don't 

           17    match together.  

           18              So I'm glad Salazar stopped the drilling next 

           19    year, right?  That's what I heard.  So he stopped drilling 

           20    up there.  So I'm happy, you know.  We don't want to see 

           21    oil spill like -- I mean, what about if we got an oil 

           22    spill; what you guys going to do with our people?  I mean, 

           23    we eat from out there, you know.  And you guys going to 

           24    send us chicken or steak?  No way.  We love our garden out 

           25    there, so -- 
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            1              And send me all that information about you guys' 

            2    deal so I could obtain my council, you know.  I'm hoping 

            3    we have a meeting pretty soon, so -- if I got any 

            4    questions, I'll call Mike here, so --

            5                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Please.

            6                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  When are you guys 

            7    going to start the five-year plan?  

            8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right now.  That's what 

            9    this meeting is about.

           10                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  With no people?  

           11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  This meeting is a little 

           12    rough because we weren't planning it till a little bit 

           13    later in the week, but we got weathered out from getting 

           14    into Point Hope or Point Lay, so we tried to get -- as 

           15    best we could, get the word out.  

           16                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I mean, people are 

           17    spoiled with door prizes.  If you had door prizes, this 

           18    place would be full, like buy diesel for them or 

           19    something.

           20                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do have one.  Here 

           21    you go.  

           22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Joseph, he had told us 

           23    about door prizes and how important they are.  So 

           24    Joseph --                      

           25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  What?  This is my 
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            1    prize?  

            2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  You have to shake my hand 

            3    for the photo.

            4                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Am I eating chicken now 

            5    already?  

            6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Even better than chicken.

            7                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  I got a door prize 

            8    already.  Carrot cake.  Yeah, good for my eyesight.  Will 

            9    that help with my eyesight?  Thank you.

           10                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  That's from Barrow.  

           11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We brought that all the 

           12    way from Barrow.  We imported it at great expense, great 

           13    expense.

           14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So I'm just learning 

           15    about EPA's steps, so I'm still going to -- my boss is 

           16    coming from Anchorage, going to train me some more next 

           17    week.  Hopefully this week.  So I'll be available if you 

           18    guys -- if you guys don't contact Ira, you could ask for 

           19    Raymond, you know, if you guys start coming back.  So I'll 

           20    be happy.  I want to communicate with you guys, you know.  

           21    So --

           22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We will accept comments 

           23    through March 31st.  

           24                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So maybe -- did you 

           25    guys mail those comments to each box holder, or no?
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            1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, once we receive the 

            2    comments -- 

            3                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You want a form to send 

            4    to each box number?  

            5                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  If you guys mail 

            6    them, some people will fill them out, you know.

            7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We can do that.

            8                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  All right.  Thanks.

            9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  We will be 

           10    back in some months down the road for another round of 

           11    public meetings with the draft environmental impact 

           12    statement.  

           13                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So are you guys 

           14    going to work with the village corporation and the city 

           15    council or --

           16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  We haven't had -- we 

           17    have had government to government meetings, or tried to 

           18    have them, but -- and we will -- let's say today we didn't 

           19    make it with the Wainwright for government to government, 

           20    but we will try to make up for this by doing one over the 

           21    phone that we will arrange.  

           22                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I wish there was 

           23    more people, you know, so --

           24                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  When we were here in 

           25    November, there were, like, 25 people, so this whole area 
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            1    was filled up.  So -- all right.

            2                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  Yeah, thanks.  

            3                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My name is 

            4    Marjorie Angashuk.  I used to work for -- fire station for 

            5    Wainwright Fire Department for 20 years.  And then after I 

            6    retired, they want me to come back for five more years.  I 

            7    say I'm going to drop dead.  I don't want to.  So I find 

            8    out -- I find out myself in a hard way, and I was thinking 

            9    like this and I say, oh, my God, everything sure change.  

           10              When I was growing up, there used to be all 

           11    kinds of animals.  Nowadays when we get to our age, not 

           12    enough.  And then when I went to Barrow for Elders' 

           13    conference, I listened to some of the stories.  I know 

           14    that there is lots, lots, and lots of Elders complaining 

           15    where is our animal.  We don't want to eat hamburger.  We 

           16    don't want to eat French fry.  We don't want to eat 

           17    chicken.  We want to eat Eskimo food on our own way.  And 

           18    I told them yeah, everything is changed around.  

           19              I notice ice is changing different.  The weather 

           20    is changing.  The animals is changing.  Where are they go?  

           21    They are gone.  Where is the caribou?  Hardly any.  We 

           22    used to get how many when I was growing up, but nowadays 

           23    we only get only one.  Nowadays.  We used to go fox, 

           24    trapping with my dad.  I used to be a trapper with my dad.  

           25    Lots of fox:  Red fox, white fox, gray fox, blue fox, any 
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            1    kind of fox.  My dad was a trapper, and I have to cook 

            2    something for him while he's trapping around.  

            3              But anyway, I just want to let you know why the 

            4    world is changing around and hardly any animals coming 

            5    this way.  Thank you.  

            6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I have a question for 

            7    you.  The animals you mentioned were land animals.     

            8                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.  

            9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would you say the same 

           10    thing about the marine mammals?

           11                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.

           12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Same thing?  

           13                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah, same thing.  

           14    All kinds of animal, polar bear, fox, walrus, seal, ducks 

           15    and all those.

           16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Birds?

           17                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Not enough.  I 

           18    just wanted to let you know.  Thank you.  

           19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yep.  Thank you.  We 

           20    don't do studies, by and large, for land mammals.  There 

           21    are other agencies that do those kind of studies, but 

           22    the -- we do waterfowl and then marine mammals and fish 

           23    and those kind of things.  So we try to keep track of 

           24    what's going on.

           25                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My dad used to be 
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            1    a hunter, hunting everything.  But now he's gone.  

            2                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  I'm still gathering 

            3    my thoughts.  Terry Tagarook.  I'm retired.  What I've 

            4    learned, what I've learned from the past and from my 

            5    Elders, the late Uncle Greg Tagarook read a scripture from 

            6    the Bible, and it was before whaling season.  It said that 

            7    the animals that God created for the North Slope residents 

            8    and that those are the aboriginal people, indigenous 

            9    people that were -- that migrated from across, and then we 

           10    ended up here.  They ended up here, and that's where we 

           11    grew up.  

           12              He said they said to take care of the animals 

           13    and they will multiply.  And they had.  And then those 

           14    darn whalers, Yankee whalers, started coming around and 

           15    almost depleted the whaling population until they had no 

           16    use for the baleen or the blubber.  And from that, you 

           17    know, we were taught to respect our land animals, our sea 

           18    mammals, and to show respect to our land.  It will 

           19    replenish every year.  So when we hunt our mammals out in 

           20    the ocean or the land animals, we just get what we need to 

           21    sustain us for the winter, coming winter.  

           22              We have cellars in the summer that we could 

           23    store for this long winter ahead when the caribou migrate 

           24    back down south.  And we hunt our sea mammals and we store 

           25    them in our cellars.  And that was a way of families 
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            1    being -- and extended families going in one canoe or skin 

            2    boat where these families got together and went out and 

            3    got it.  What they brought back with them they divided 

            4    among the people that went along in the boat.  They 

            5    shared.  And sometimes they were lucky.  Sometimes they 

            6    weren't.  They had nothing.  

            7              But what our Elders and our forefathers had to 

            8    learn was they studied the skies, the ocean, the winds, 

            9    and they learned.  And back then the ice used to be really 

           10    thick.  But today it's not as thick as it used to be.  It 

           11    won't hold up a 50-foot whale.  It will just keep breaking 

           12    unless we find ice that's piled up on top of each other 

           13    that's thick enough to haul it up.  And it's getting 

           14    harder to find ice thick enough to hold a 50-foot-plus 

           15    whale.  And we were lucky to get a small whale this 

           16    spring, last spring, and a 50-footer where we -- where we 

           17    were able to pull it up.  

           18              And it seems like this climate change is 

           19    affecting the ice and late freeze up.  And that's -- I 

           20    thought we were going to have good ice this year, this 

           21    last year.  We had good ice, but then the wind came around 

           22    and blew that ice all the way out, almost to the shore.  

           23    And when the southwest or west wind came in, the ice piled 

           24    up in front of -- on the beach.  And when that ice pile 

           25    up, the pressure ridges are not as thick as they used to 
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            1    be.  Almost three feet, in fact.  When you go down to the 

            2    edge of the bank, you will see how thin it is.  

            3              And climate change is affecting our walruses.  

            4    The springtime, once the ice goes out after the whaling 

            5    season, the ice goes out and doesn't come back anymore 

            6    like it used to.  But when it used to, it used to come 

            7    back in in August and, you know, just go ashore; and when 

            8    the waves start coming in, they will be just like the 

            9    breakers and keep the -- keep the banks from eroding.  But 

           10    with the ice gone, we have more erosion nowadays.  

           11              And what -- what the oil companies and the other 

           12    agencies need to do is study what our people have learned 

           13    about our environment.  Study what is going to happen to 

           14    the food cycle of our land mammals -- I mean, sea mammals 

           15    once that is depleted.  Once something happens, it's not 

           16    going to come back.  And those are the very mammals we 

           17    depend on when we are out gathering for the coming winter.  

           18              And it's a small window of when we can hunt 

           19    walruses.  But they are coming ashore.  Like when they 

           20    came ashore close to Point Lay, they -- they had no ice to 

           21    go to.  They just hauled out.  And that's going to be 

           22    something that's going to be happening more often if the 

           23    ice doesn't come back.  

           24              And I'm thinking that sometime in the future the 

           25    whales will be coming through, but I don't know if the ice 
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            1    is going to be thick enough to hold a whale so we could 

            2    butcher them on the ice.  

            3              And these are things that you need to study, the 

            4    food cycles of the different species in the ocean and what 

            5    effect it will have if the food cycles is disturbed.  

            6              And I would appreciate if the people that are 

            7    going to be doing some exploration have other people study 

            8    the ocean, the currents.  I know our people here in 

            9    Wainwright and the corporation have been doing studies on 

           10    the current with some of the oil companies.  I forget who.  

           11              But I think that's a step toward working with 

           12    the oil companies, working together to make things easier 

           13    for both us and them and studying the currents and 

           14    studying the winds and learning the conditions of the sea 

           15    ice.  I think that this is the way to go about it.  But if 

           16    you don't listen to us, why go out and then just disturb 

           17    the cycle.  

           18              That's all I have to say.  And I'm hoping that 

           19    you show respect to our land and our sea like we have 

           20    always.  Thanks.

           21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  All right.  Thanks.

           22                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik again.  I 

           23    want to thank Terry for a good comment, for having good 

           24    relations with our tribal.  And I want to make this 

           25    particular Executive Order 13-175.  This is a government 
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            1    to government relation which means from Department of 

            2    Interior to the Native Village of Wainwright and not any 

            3    other entity like the North Slope Borough, even though the 

            4    North Slope Borough is under the State jurisdiction.  But 

            5    the Native Village of Wainwright is under the Department 

            6    of Interior.  So this is the government to government 

            7    relations to work closely with Native Village of 

            8    Wainwright, Native Village of Point Hope, Native Village 

            9    of Point Lay.  

           10              And this is some of the things that we -- Terry 

           11    were saying about our good working together.  And so this 

           12    is what that Executive Order 13-175 meant, to have a good 

           13    working relationship, work with these people, the Native 

           14    and ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope.  

           15              And so these are some of the things that we can 

           16    do because the State of Alaska is starting to get an 

           17    interest and we would like to override State of Alaska 

           18    because they only have three miles jurisdiction.  The 

           19    tribal have 20 miles.  The federal government have 20 

           20    miles limit.  And it's going to be subject.  And not with 

           21    the State.  And so the State has been intervening every 

           22    which way, and especially on this Arctic coastal.  We 

           23    would like to see our good relations with the other 

           24    coastal communities that we can work together, along with 

           25    our agency from the Department of Interior.  And so public 
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            1    relations, government to government relations means a lot 

            2    to what Terry has said, and I'm glad that he had said 

            3    that.  

            4              And another thing is Executive Order 12-898, 

            5    February 4, 1998, Jefferson -- President Clinton put that 

            6    executive order, environmental justice, put it.  Yeah.  

            7    Let me get this straight here.  Environmental justice.  We 

            8    have to follow along, which Native Village of Wainwright 

            9    is going to follow along, which it is the policy that the 

           10    Department of Interior have to respect us and abide by 

           11    that executive order, environmental justice.  And so 

           12    hopefully our working relations can work together to make 

           13    it work.  

           14              I know we are -- the situation we are in is very 

           15    risky in every which way.  The ice -- we can see right now 

           16    when I observed coming in from Barrow this morning, there 

           17    is an open lead already.  Must be ten miles out.  And gee 

           18    whiz.  And further up north toward Barrow, there is open 

           19    lead already.  What does that tell us?  It's ready to 

           20    break open.  

           21              And so these are some of the things that's 

           22    unpredictable.  It's very risky, and it's going to be very 

           23    risky for platforms.  If they ever do decide to drill on 

           24    platforms, the platforms is -- I don't know what would 

           25    happen if that ice pressure puts out against the platform.  
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            1    There it is.  And so it's not only going to be the ice 

            2    movement.  It's going to be the ice current, like I said 

            3    earlier.  

            4              And another thing that I would like to comment 

            5    is I hope that they don't make the ring seals nor the 

            6    bearded seals as an endangered species.  Those are the two 

            7    species that we hunt in summertime, spring and summer.  

            8    And this is mostly our sea mammal diet food that we have, 

            9    the blubber.  We need the blubber in order to keep warm.  

           10    If I don't eat blubber, I get cold out there.  I haven't 

           11    eaten blubber for two months.  And these clothes, it don't 

           12    matter.  It's cold now.  If you don't eat no blubber, if 

           13    we don't eat our Native food -- like Marjorie says, we 

           14    need our food, our Native food, blubber.  This is our 

           15    survival diet.  

           16              And so hopefully you don't get that ringed seal 

           17    and the bearded seal as an endangered species.  And I 

           18    would encourage the Department of Interior not to make it 

           19    an endangered species, neither the polar bear, because 

           20    there are plenty enough.  There are.  And this is why we 

           21    respect the nature.  We follow nature.  It tells us.  If 

           22    the current don't let us, well, we will wait for another 

           23    day.  If it's blowing the wrong different directions, our 

           24    lunch are not coming.  The eider ducks are not coming.  

           25    Eider ducks are our lunch.  A whale is our dinner.  
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            1              And so these are some of the things that we 

            2    have -- our main diets.  If I eat a hamburger, if I eat 

            3    even beef, I get hungry after a while.  But if I eat 

            4    whale, I can last for a day and a half.  And so this is 

            5    the diet that we have.  And so we have to preserve in 

            6    every which way we can.  Thank you very much.

            7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  Well, 

            8    anybody -- we have got a small crowd here, so --

            9                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  There's a lot of 

           10    Elder out in Barrow complain about Eskimo food.  They get 

           11    hungry for blubber.  They don't want to eat -- they get 

           12    tired of White people food.  I don't want that.  That make 

           13    me sick.  That's how come most of the people are dying 

           14    from different kind of food.

           15                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Obesity is coming out.  

           16    Chemicals are all in there.  But we got natural food.  

           17    Thank you.  Go ahead, Marjorie.

           18                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  I was just sitting 

           19    by one of the Elders, and she was from Nuiqsut, and she 

           20    holler her heart out and she asked, God, bring our food 

           21    back.  She say, if I eat muktuk the way you say, right, if 

           22    I eat muktuk, we won't get hungry days.  Keep us warm, 

           23    muktuk.  

           24              I remember when I was growing up when I was 

           25    small, I used to be really cold, and I say to my dad, Dad, 
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            1    I'm cold.  I go in the sleeping bag, I want to run around 

            2    the little house, and he would cut a piece of muktuk for 

            3    me, blubber, and I lay in the bed and then I go like this 

            4    [demonstrating] and I start getting hot.  That made me 

            5    feel so good.  I still remember the way I was growing up.  

            6    Nowadays, we don't know why we don't see enough polar bear 

            7    nowadays.  But now everything changed.

            8                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  One last comment.  

            9    When I was in the service and I was overseas for 11 months 

           10    and 28 days, and I was out in the boonies and eating 

           11    C-rations for the whole year, and my system had got used 

           12    to the C-rations that the Army gave us for meals.  I 

           13    hardly ate any, but we were all young, you know, 19-, 

           14    20-year-olds.  And we were pretty active.  And then having 

           15    to eat the C-rations that they gave us for the whole year, 

           16    except for Thanksgiving and Christmas when we had a turkey 

           17    out in the field.  

           18              And then when I came back, you know, my system 

           19    was not used to the Native food that I was used to before 

           20    I went over, and I had to get -- get used to the food that 

           21    I grew up with.  It took a while.  But the hardest one was 

           22    the walrus, and it just -- and I think I ate too much at 

           23    one time.  And then I had to take it slowly a little bit 

           24    at a time, and got my system back into the Inupiaq system 

           25    again instead of the C-rations.  And that's the difference 
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            1    that I noticed when I came back.  I had to get used to the 

            2    Native food I grew up with.  

            3              So that's something that -- what our oceans have 

            4    out there, that's our food.  And with our store shelves 

            5    starting to look empty now with that bypass meal not 

            6    coming through anymore, we have to wait maybe how many 

            7    days for this kind of food, the chicken or beef or 

            8    whatever.  It's getting harder to -- with that bypass meal 

            9    not going through like it used to.  That hotel food is not 

           10    too good.  It taste good on it, but they don't last long.  

           11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, all right.  

           12    Everybody, we are okay to close the meeting?  Raymond, you 

           13    have anything else to say?

           14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  No.

           15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We don't want to cut 

           16    anybody off.  We are off the record.  

           17               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:08 p.m.)

           18               

           19               

           20               

           21               

           22               

           23               

           24               

           25               
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 1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
 2               (Blessing given by Joseph Akpik.)
 3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, my name is Tim
 4    Holder.  And I'm with the Bureau of Ocean Energy
 5    Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, used to be called
 6    Minerals Management Service, MMS.  And we're here to talk
 7    about what we call our five-year program, which is
 8    required by law that every five years our agency needs to
 9    have a program for what kind of lease sales we might have
10    in our different planning areas.  And our planning areas
11    that are up here are the Beaufort Sea planning area and
12    the Chukchi Sea planning area.
13              And part of the process is we write a
14    programmatic environmental impact statement under the
15    National Environmental Policy Act.  And the first step of
16    that is to hold what we call a scoping meeting, which is
17    just to get ideas from the public about whatever concerns
18    they have that are related to these things.  And of
19    course, the primary thing that can come out of these --
20    this five-year program is ultimately oil and gas leasing
21    for oil and gas offshore.  And the offshore is the Outer
22    Continental Shelf, which is three miles seaward.
23              Just to give you some context, first comes the
24    five-year program, and we end up -- after the scoping
25    meeting, we get the draft environmental impact statement.
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 1    We come back for more meetings.  Then we do a final EIS,
 2    then we -- that goes ultimately to the Secretary of
 3    Interior who decides whether and how many lease sales to
 4    put into the plan.
 5              Now, once we have the plan, it doesn't
 6    necessarily mean that they will follow through on those
 7    lease sales.  Usually they do.  The current program we are
 8    in right now, after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, he
 9    pulled back the lease sales that were pending in the --
10    the two in the Chukchi and the two in the Beaufort.  So
11    that usually doesn't happen, but it did happen.  So --
12              But if we hold lease sales that are off of the
13    five-year program, then if there is bidding on leases and
14    you have winning leases, then oil and gas companies can
15    then apply for permits to go out and explore, and if they
16    find resources, then they will maybe apply for permits for
17    production facilities, and then they would build whatever
18    resource and then we issue more permits after that.  So
19    there is lots of steps that take lots of time to go
20    through.
21              So with that kind of context -- and this is
22    different than our meeting that we had in November.  This
23    is different pieces of our process, but -- so I'll just
24    open it up for any comments that you have.
25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik.  I reside
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 1    in Barrow and come here working on my line of work.  But I
 2    do want to comment on this five-year plan on the lease
 3    sale in Chukchi Sea.  And I've worked -- I've worked in
 4    Shell Oil in that popcorn and burger project, and I've
 5    seen at that particular time in 1988, that was a good
 6    year.  And I see the operations and it worked out good,
 7    but it's -- there were --
 8              Some things that we faced was the high,
 9    rough waters.  And at one time we almost lost our drilling
10    rig, the Discovery, and it was a bad storm.  And so we
11    broke -- there were two broken -- two broken strands of
12    anchors on that drill ship.  And that's how strong the
13    winds had gone that particular season.  And so we lost
14    some anchors, and it was something that we had to face.
15    And I don't know where -- and I did not very well agree
16    with disposing drilling fluid onto Chukchi Sea.  And these
17    are some of the things.
18              I guess it was the first project that I was on.
19    And I certainly do not want to see another project that's
20    disposing drilling fluids, especially with toxic chemicals
21    that does.  And I don't care if it's -- if the drilling
22    mud has been approved by your agent, but it's very well
23    likely that it's -- it can harm our sea mammals.  And so
24    this is what -- that hopefully that we have improved some
25    of these -- some of these efforts to drill.
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 1              And another thing that I'd like to bring is are
 2    we going to be monitoring the current, ocean current?
 3    Which way is it going?  How fast is it going?  Have we
 4    done enough studies on our ocean to see if we can handle
 5    these drill ships or whatever this five-year plan that we
 6    are talking about?
 7              So the ocean current and the weather, it rules
 8    us, us in -- us Eskimos up here because we respect nature.
 9    We follow the nature.  We respect the nature.  And if it's
10    blowing snow, if it's rough waters, we don't go out.  And
11    we are very limited.  And hopefully it does not impact our
12    sea mammals.  So these are some of the things that we have
13    to think about and do a bit more study.
14              Another thing is ice movement.  That's a very,
15    very risk to be out and drilling.  And let alone, it's --
16    when you run those exploratory things on -- it doesn't go
17    well, either.  There are a lot of studies that got to be
18    done.  And of course, we all seen the Gulf -- Gulf of
19    Mexico's oil spill, and we don't ever want to see that
20    because if we ever do see that, it will affect the four
21    countries:  Russia, Greenland, Canada, America under the
22    polar cap.  And if that current runs around in the polar
23    cap and we have got a spill, that's going to impact all
24    four countries.  And I'm sure President Obama has given
25    some directions to have good relations with the four
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 1    countries.
 2              So these are some of the things that we have to
 3    consider, please, before we can try any of these.
 4              Of course, we can do some exploration, but do
 5    away some of those risks, like I'm saying, the ocean
 6    currents, ice movement.  We have an agent, NOAA, National
 7    Oceanic Atmospheric Agency.  They can have a satellite
 8    view of the ice movement, which way is the ice movement
 9    going.  And so these are some of the technologies.  We can
10    run the popcorn to test the current.  Have we ever run any
11    popcorn to test the ocean current?  I would like to have
12    some answers in this particular hearing that we have here.
13              And that's all I have.  Joseph Akpik, former
14    borough assemblyman, former Arctic Slope board of
15    directors, and former executive council for Inupiat
16    Community of the Arctic.  Thank you.
17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, I'll try to answer
18    a few of those questions.  Our agency, since the '70s, has
19    been doing environmental studies of all the matters of the
20    environment, including what we call physical oceanography,
21    which is of the currents and wind direction and ocean
22    current direction.  And we have collected a lot of data.
23              We still collect data because things can change,
24    obviously.  The amount of ice cover and the extent of ice
25    cover is, you know, changing, particularly in the last
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 1    ten, 15 years.  And they incorporate this data into models
 2    that if you had spills from any particular point, it would
 3    show where the oil would hit the shoreline.  So that's --
 4    that's part of what they do.
 5              We -- our agency does -- in fact, one of my jobs
 6    is to represent our agency with what's known as the Arctic
 7    Council.  It's made up of eight Arctic nations.  We
 8    collect data, environmental data.
 9              Well, there are six working groups.  One is
10    focused on collecting environmental data, including
11    physical oceanography for the whole circumpolar area.
12    There is one working group that's for emergency
13    preparation and preparedness.  And that's to have
14    cooperation from nation to nation.  Well, first of all, to
15    prevent any kind of oil spill and, second of all, to
16    cooperate with each other if there was an oil spill.  So
17    you know, when you've got neighboring nations, Canada to
18    U.S., U.S. to Russia, Russia to Norway, and so forth,
19    that's how that works.
20              Let's see.  I think your points on the
21    discharges are well taken.  I'm definitely not an expert
22    in that area.  Those permits, the national pollution --
23    NPDES, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
24    permits are run by EPA, and the idea is to minimize toxic
25    pollutants from going into the water.  And we -- our
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 1    agency cooperates with EPA on those permits that are
 2    related to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.
 3              So one of the studies related to toxic
 4    pollutants that has been going on for, let's see, I would
 5    say a good three years in the Chukchi Sea is baseline
 6    studies, including heavy metals and POPs and those kind of
 7    things to measure against if there were -- once operations
 8    get going out in the Chukchi to, you know, have a baseline
 9    to check against any potential effects that might occur
10    after.
11              And we have worked with the -- the scientists of
12    the North Slope Borough on developing our studies,
13    particularly with respect to bowhead whale studies, marine
14    mammal studies, you know.  Suyedam and the other guy,
15    Craig George, worked a lot with them.  And Shell has
16    given, I think, the North Slope Borough $5,000,000 to do
17    environmental studies, and there are some preliminary
18    talks about sort of maximizing their -- that study -- or
19    the studies can be done out of that money with the studies
20    that we have with our money so that we can kind of
21    maximize the effect of our studies.
22              So anybody else?  Did that get to all -- I think
23    that got to the ones I caught.
24                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Yeah, the elimination
25    of those.  Thank you.
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 1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But those are very
 2    important points.  Go ahead.
 3                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  My name is Raymond
 4    Aguvluk, A-G-U-V-L-U-K, and I work for my Native Village
 5    of Wainwright as an EPA.  And I need, like, more
 6    information about -- you guys mail them to my box number
 7    or to Native Village of Wainwright, Box 143, Wainwright,
 8    Alaska 99782.  I think I wrote it down.  Let me check.
 9    So -- and I just started working November, so --
10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  So you are new in
11    your position, then.
12                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I know Shell was
13    here all summer with us, you know.  I was working for them
14    this summer as a radio operator, comm center.  And they
15    had a little bit of problems, you know, trying to do
16    seismic because the ocean and, you know, the wind don't
17    match together.
18              So I'm glad Salazar stopped the drilling next
19    year, right?  That's what I heard.  So he stopped drilling
20    up there.  So I'm happy, you know.  We don't want to see
21    oil spill like -- I mean, what about if we got an oil
22    spill; what you guys going to do with our people?  I mean,
23    we eat from out there, you know.  And you guys going to
24    send us chicken or steak?  No way.  We love our garden out
25    there, so --
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 1              And send me all that information about you guys'
 2    deal so I could obtain my council, you know.  I'm hoping
 3    we have a meeting pretty soon, so -- if I got any
 4    questions, I'll call Mike here, so --
 5                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Please.
 6                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  When are you guys
 7    going to start the five-year plan?
 8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right now.  That's what
 9    this meeting is about.
10                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  With no people?
11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  This meeting is a little
12    rough because we weren't planning it till a little bit
13    later in the week, but we got weathered out from getting
14    into Point Hope or Point Lay, so we tried to get -- as
15    best we could, get the word out.
16                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I mean, people are
17    spoiled with door prizes.  If you had door prizes, this
18    place would be full, like buy diesel for them or
19    something.
20                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do have one.  Here
21    you go.
22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Joseph, he had told us
23    about door prizes and how important they are.  So
24    Joseph --
25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  What?  This is my
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 1    prize?
 2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  You have to shake my hand
 3    for the photo.
 4                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Am I eating chicken now
 5    already?
 6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Even better than chicken.
 7                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  I got a door prize
 8    already.  Carrot cake.  Yeah, good for my eyesight.  Will
 9    that help with my eyesight?  Thank you.
10                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  That's from Barrow.
11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We brought that all the
12    way from Barrow.  We imported it at great expense, great
13    expense.
14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So I'm just learning
15    about EPA's steps, so I'm still going to -- my boss is
16    coming from Anchorage, going to train me some more next
17    week.  Hopefully this week.  So I'll be available if you
18    guys -- if you guys don't contact Ira, you could ask for
19    Raymond, you know, if you guys start coming back.  So I'll
20    be happy.  I want to communicate with you guys, you know.
21    So --
22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We will accept comments
23    through March 31st.
24                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So maybe -- did you
25    guys mail those comments to each box holder, or no?
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 1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, once we receive the
 2    comments --
 3                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You want a form to send
 4    to each box number?
 5                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  If you guys mail
 6    them, some people will fill them out, you know.
 7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We can do that.
 8                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  All right.  Thanks.
 9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  We will be
10    back in some months down the road for another round of
11    public meetings with the draft environmental impact
12    statement.
13                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So are you guys
14    going to work with the village corporation and the city
15    council or --
16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  We haven't had -- we
17    have had government to government meetings, or tried to
18    have them, but -- and we will -- let's say today we didn't
19    make it with the Wainwright for government to government,
20    but we will try to make up for this by doing one over the
21    phone that we will arrange.
22                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I wish there was
23    more people, you know, so --
24                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  When we were here in
25    November, there were, like, 25 people, so this whole area
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 1    was filled up.  So -- all right.
 2                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  Yeah, thanks.
 3                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My name is
 4    Marjorie Angashuk.  I used to work for -- fire station for
 5    Wainwright Fire Department for 20 years.  And then after I
 6    retired, they want me to come back for five more years.  I
 7    say I'm going to drop dead.  I don't want to.  So I find
 8    out -- I find out myself in a hard way, and I was thinking
 9    like this and I say, oh, my God, everything sure change.
10              When I was growing up, there used to be all
11    kinds of animals.  Nowadays when we get to our age, not
12    enough.  And then when I went to Barrow for Elders'
13    conference, I listened to some of the stories.  I know
14    that there is lots, lots, and lots of Elders complaining
15    where is our animal.  We don't want to eat hamburger.  We
16    don't want to eat French fry.  We don't want to eat
17    chicken.  We want to eat Eskimo food on our own way.  And
18    I told them yeah, everything is changed around.
19              I notice ice is changing different.  The weather
20    is changing.  The animals is changing.  Where are they go?
21    They are gone.  Where is the caribou?  Hardly any.  We
22    used to get how many when I was growing up, but nowadays
23    we only get only one.  Nowadays.  We used to go fox,
24    trapping with my dad.  I used to be a trapper with my dad.
25    Lots of fox:  Red fox, white fox, gray fox, blue fox, any
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 1    kind of fox.  My dad was a trapper, and I have to cook
 2    something for him while he's trapping around.
 3              But anyway, I just want to let you know why the
 4    world is changing around and hardly any animals coming
 5    this way.  Thank you.
 6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I have a question for
 7    you.  The animals you mentioned were land animals.
 8                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
 9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would you say the same
10    thing about the marine mammals?
11                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Same thing?
13                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah, same thing.
14    All kinds of animal, polar bear, fox, walrus, seal, ducks
15    and all those.
16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Birds?
17                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Not enough.  I
18    just wanted to let you know.  Thank you.
19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yep.  Thank you.  We
20    don't do studies, by and large, for land mammals.  There
21    are other agencies that do those kind of studies, but
22    the -- we do waterfowl and then marine mammals and fish
23    and those kind of things.  So we try to keep track of
24    what's going on.
25                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My dad used to be
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 1    a hunter, hunting everything.  But now he's gone.
 2                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  I'm still gathering
 3    my thoughts.  Terry Tagarook.  I'm retired.  What I've
 4    learned, what I've learned from the past and from my
 5    Elders, the late Uncle Greg Tagarook read a scripture from
 6    the Bible, and it was before whaling season.  It said that
 7    the animals that God created for the North Slope residents
 8    and that those are the aboriginal people, indigenous
 9    people that were -- that migrated from across, and then we
10    ended up here.  They ended up here, and that's where we
11    grew up.
12              He said they said to take care of the animals
13    and they will multiply.  And they had.  And then those
14    darn whalers, Yankee whalers, started coming around and
15    almost depleted the whaling population until they had no
16    use for the baleen or the blubber.  And from that, you
17    know, we were taught to respect our land animals, our sea
18    mammals, and to show respect to our land.  It will
19    replenish every year.  So when we hunt our mammals out in
20    the ocean or the land animals, we just get what we need to
21    sustain us for the winter, coming winter.
22              We have cellars in the summer that we could
23    store for this long winter ahead when the caribou migrate
24    back down south.  And we hunt our sea mammals and we store
25    them in our cellars.  And that was a way of families
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 1    being -- and extended families going in one canoe or skin
 2    boat where these families got together and went out and
 3    got it.  What they brought back with them they divided
 4    among the people that went along in the boat.  They
 5    shared.  And sometimes they were lucky.  Sometimes they
 6    weren't.  They had nothing.
 7              But what our Elders and our forefathers had to
 8    learn was they studied the skies, the ocean, the winds,
 9    and they learned.  And back then the ice used to be really
10    thick.  But today it's not as thick as it used to be.  It
11    won't hold up a 50-foot whale.  It will just keep breaking
12    unless we find ice that's piled up on top of each other
13    that's thick enough to haul it up.  And it's getting
14    harder to find ice thick enough to hold a 50-foot-plus
15    whale.  And we were lucky to get a small whale this
16    spring, last spring, and a 50-footer where we -- where we
17    were able to pull it up.
18              And it seems like this climate change is
19    affecting the ice and late freeze up.  And that's -- I
20    thought we were going to have good ice this year, this
21    last year.  We had good ice, but then the wind came around
22    and blew that ice all the way out, almost to the shore.
23    And when the southwest or west wind came in, the ice piled
24    up in front of -- on the beach.  And when that ice pile
25    up, the pressure ridges are not as thick as they used to
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 1    be.  Almost three feet, in fact.  When you go down to the
 2    edge of the bank, you will see how thin it is.
 3              And climate change is affecting our walruses.
 4    The springtime, once the ice goes out after the whaling
 5    season, the ice goes out and doesn't come back anymore
 6    like it used to.  But when it used to, it used to come
 7    back in in August and, you know, just go ashore; and when
 8    the waves start coming in, they will be just like the
 9    breakers and keep the -- keep the banks from eroding.  But
10    with the ice gone, we have more erosion nowadays.
11              And what -- what the oil companies and the other
12    agencies need to do is study what our people have learned
13    about our environment.  Study what is going to happen to
14    the food cycle of our land mammals -- I mean, sea mammals
15    once that is depleted.  Once something happens, it's not
16    going to come back.  And those are the very mammals we
17    depend on when we are out gathering for the coming winter.
18              And it's a small window of when we can hunt
19    walruses.  But they are coming ashore.  Like when they
20    came ashore close to Point Lay, they -- they had no ice to
21    go to.  They just hauled out.  And that's going to be
22    something that's going to be happening more often if the
23    ice doesn't come back.
24              And I'm thinking that sometime in the future the
25    whales will be coming through, but I don't know if the ice
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 1    is going to be thick enough to hold a whale so we could
 2    butcher them on the ice.
 3              And these are things that you need to study, the
 4    food cycles of the different species in the ocean and what
 5    effect it will have if the food cycles is disturbed.
 6              And I would appreciate if the people that are
 7    going to be doing some exploration have other people study
 8    the ocean, the currents.  I know our people here in
 9    Wainwright and the corporation have been doing studies on
10    the current with some of the oil companies.  I forget who.
11              But I think that's a step toward working with
12    the oil companies, working together to make things easier
13    for both us and them and studying the currents and
14    studying the winds and learning the conditions of the sea
15    ice.  I think that this is the way to go about it.  But if
16    you don't listen to us, why go out and then just disturb
17    the cycle.
18              That's all I have to say.  And I'm hoping that
19    you show respect to our land and our sea like we have
20    always.  Thanks.
21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  All right.  Thanks.
22                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik again.  I
23    want to thank Terry for a good comment, for having good
24    relations with our tribal.  And I want to make this
25    particular Executive Order 13-175.  This is a government
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 1    to government relation which means from Department of
 2    Interior to the Native Village of Wainwright and not any
 3    other entity like the North Slope Borough, even though the
 4    North Slope Borough is under the State jurisdiction.  But
 5    the Native Village of Wainwright is under the Department
 6    of Interior.  So this is the government to government
 7    relations to work closely with Native Village of
 8    Wainwright, Native Village of Point Hope, Native Village
 9    of Point Lay.
10              And this is some of the things that we -- Terry
11    were saying about our good working together.  And so this
12    is what that Executive Order 13-175 meant, to have a good
13    working relationship, work with these people, the Native
14    and ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope.
15              And so these are some of the things that we can
16    do because the State of Alaska is starting to get an
17    interest and we would like to override State of Alaska
18    because they only have three miles jurisdiction.  The
19    tribal have 20 miles.  The federal government have 20
20    miles limit.  And it's going to be subject.  And not with
21    the State.  And so the State has been intervening every
22    which way, and especially on this Arctic coastal.  We
23    would like to see our good relations with the other
24    coastal communities that we can work together, along with
25    our agency from the Department of Interior.  And so public
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 1    relations, government to government relations means a lot
 2    to what Terry has said, and I'm glad that he had said
 3    that.
 4              And another thing is Executive Order 12-898,
 5    February 4, 1998, Jefferson -- President Clinton put that
 6    executive order, environmental justice, put it.  Yeah.
 7    Let me get this straight here.  Environmental justice.  We
 8    have to follow along, which Native Village of Wainwright
 9    is going to follow along, which it is the policy that the
10    Department of Interior have to respect us and abide by
11    that executive order, environmental justice.  And so
12    hopefully our working relations can work together to make
13    it work.
14              I know we are -- the situation we are in is very
15    risky in every which way.  The ice -- we can see right now
16    when I observed coming in from Barrow this morning, there
17    is an open lead already.  Must be ten miles out.  And gee
18    whiz.  And further up north toward Barrow, there is open
19    lead already.  What does that tell us?  It's ready to
20    break open.
21              And so these are some of the things that's
22    unpredictable.  It's very risky, and it's going to be very
23    risky for platforms.  If they ever do decide to drill on
24    platforms, the platforms is -- I don't know what would
25    happen if that ice pressure puts out against the platform.
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 1    There it is.  And so it's not only going to be the ice
 2    movement.  It's going to be the ice current, like I said
 3    earlier.
 4              And another thing that I would like to comment
 5    is I hope that they don't make the ring seals nor the
 6    bearded seals as an endangered species.  Those are the two
 7    species that we hunt in summertime, spring and summer.
 8    And this is mostly our sea mammal diet food that we have,
 9    the blubber.  We need the blubber in order to keep warm.
10    If I don't eat blubber, I get cold out there.  I haven't
11    eaten blubber for two months.  And these clothes, it don't
12    matter.  It's cold now.  If you don't eat no blubber, if
13    we don't eat our Native food -- like Marjorie says, we
14    need our food, our Native food, blubber.  This is our
15    survival diet.
16              And so hopefully you don't get that ringed seal
17    and the bearded seal as an endangered species.  And I
18    would encourage the Department of Interior not to make it
19    an endangered species, neither the polar bear, because
20    there are plenty enough.  There are.  And this is why we
21    respect the nature.  We follow nature.  It tells us.  If
22    the current don't let us, well, we will wait for another
23    day.  If it's blowing the wrong different directions, our
24    lunch are not coming.  The eider ducks are not coming.
25    Eider ducks are our lunch.  A whale is our dinner.
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 1              And so these are some of the things that we
 2    have -- our main diets.  If I eat a hamburger, if I eat
 3    even beef, I get hungry after a while.  But if I eat
 4    whale, I can last for a day and a half.  And so this is
 5    the diet that we have.  And so we have to preserve in
 6    every which way we can.  Thank you very much.
 7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  Well,
 8    anybody -- we have got a small crowd here, so --
 9                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  There's a lot of
10    Elder out in Barrow complain about Eskimo food.  They get
11    hungry for blubber.  They don't want to eat -- they get
12    tired of White people food.  I don't want that.  That make
13    me sick.  That's how come most of the people are dying
14    from different kind of food.
15                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Obesity is coming out.
16    Chemicals are all in there.  But we got natural food.
17    Thank you.  Go ahead, Marjorie.
18                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  I was just sitting
19    by one of the Elders, and she was from Nuiqsut, and she
20    holler her heart out and she asked, God, bring our food
21    back.  She say, if I eat muktuk the way you say, right, if
22    I eat muktuk, we won't get hungry days.  Keep us warm,
23    muktuk.
24              I remember when I was growing up when I was
25    small, I used to be really cold, and I say to my dad, Dad,
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 1    I'm cold.  I go in the sleeping bag, I want to run around
 2    the little house, and he would cut a piece of muktuk for
 3    me, blubber, and I lay in the bed and then I go like this
 4    [demonstrating] and I start getting hot.  That made me
 5    feel so good.  I still remember the way I was growing up.
 6    Nowadays, we don't know why we don't see enough polar bear
 7    nowadays.  But now everything changed.
 8                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  One last comment.
 9    When I was in the service and I was overseas for 11 months
10    and 28 days, and I was out in the boonies and eating
11    C-rations for the whole year, and my system had got used
12    to the C-rations that the Army gave us for meals.  I
13    hardly ate any, but we were all young, you know, 19-,
14    20-year-olds.  And we were pretty active.  And then having
15    to eat the C-rations that they gave us for the whole year,
16    except for Thanksgiving and Christmas when we had a turkey
17    out in the field.
18              And then when I came back, you know, my system
19    was not used to the Native food that I was used to before
20    I went over, and I had to get -- get used to the food that
21    I grew up with.  It took a while.  But the hardest one was
22    the walrus, and it just -- and I think I ate too much at
23    one time.  And then I had to take it slowly a little bit
24    at a time, and got my system back into the Inupiaq system
25    again instead of the C-rations.  And that's the difference
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 1    that I noticed when I came back.  I had to get used to the
 2    Native food I grew up with.
 3              So that's something that -- what our oceans have
 4    out there, that's our food.  And with our store shelves
 5    starting to look empty now with that bypass meal not
 6    coming through anymore, we have to wait maybe how many
 7    days for this kind of food, the chicken or beef or
 8    whatever.  It's getting harder to -- with that bypass meal
 9    not going through like it used to.  That hotel food is not
10    too good.  It taste good on it, but they don't last long.
11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, all right.
12    Everybody, we are okay to close the meeting?  Raymond, you
13    have anything else to say?
14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  No.
15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We don't want to cut
16    anybody off.  We are off the record.
17               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:08 p.m.)
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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 1                     P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  


 2              (Blessing given by Joseph Akpik.)
  


 3                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, my name is Tim
  


 4   Holder.  And I'm with the Bureau of Ocean Energy
  


 5   Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, used to be called
  


 6   Minerals Management Service, MMS.  And we're here to talk
  


 7   about what we call our five-year program, which is
  


 8   required by law that every five years our agency needs to
  


 9   have a program for what kind of lease sales we might have
  


10   in our different planning areas.  And our planning areas
  


11   that are up here are the Beaufort Sea planning area and
  


12   the Chukchi Sea planning area.
  


13             And part of the process is we write a
  


14   programmatic environmental impact statement under the
  


15   National Environmental Policy Act.  And the first step of
  


16   that is to hold what we call a scoping meeting, which is
  


17   just to get ideas from the public about whatever concerns
  


18   they have that are related to these things.  And of
  


19   course, the primary thing that can come out of these --
  


20   this five-year program is ultimately oil and gas leasing
  


21   for oil and gas offshore.  And the offshore is the Outer
  


22   Continental Shelf, which is three miles seaward.
  


23             Just to give you some context, first comes the
  


24   five-year program, and we end up -- after the scoping
  


25   meeting, we get the draft environmental impact statement.
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 1   We come back for more meetings.  Then we do a final EIS,
  


 2   then we -- that goes ultimately to the Secretary of
  


 3   Interior who decides whether and how many lease sales to
  


 4   put into the plan.
  


 5             Now, once we have the plan, it doesn't
  


 6   necessarily mean that they will follow through on those
  


 7   lease sales.  Usually they do.  The current program we are
  


 8   in right now, after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, he
  


 9   pulled back the lease sales that were pending in the --
  


10   the two in the Chukchi and the two in the Beaufort.  So
  


11   that usually doesn't happen, but it did happen.  So --
  


12             But if we hold lease sales that are off of the
  


13   five-year program, then if there is bidding on leases and
  


14   you have winning leases, then oil and gas companies can
  


15   then apply for permits to go out and explore, and if they
  


16   find resources, then they will maybe apply for permits for
  


17   production facilities, and then they would build whatever
  


18   resource and then we issue more permits after that.  So
  


19   there is lots of steps that take lots of time to go
  


20   through.
  


21             So with that kind of context -- and this is
  


22   different than our meeting that we had in November.  This
  


23   is different pieces of our process, but -- so I'll just
  


24   open it up for any comments that you have.
  


25                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik.  I reside
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 1   in Barrow and come here working on my line of work.  But I
  


 2   do want to comment on this five-year plan on the lease
  


 3   sale in Chukchi Sea.  And I've worked -- I've worked in
  


 4   Shell Oil in that popcorn and burger project, and I've
  


 5   seen at that particular time in 1988, that was a good
  


 6   year.  And I see the operations and it worked out good,
  


 7   but it's -- there were --
  


 8             Some things that we faced was the high,
  


 9   rough waters.  And at one time we almost lost our drilling
  


10   rig, the Discovery, and it was a bad storm.  And so we
  


11   broke -- there were two broken -- two broken strands of
  


12   anchors on that drill ship.  And that's how strong the
  


13   winds had gone that particular season.  And so we lost
  


14   some anchors, and it was something that we had to face.
  


15   And I don't know where -- and I did not very well agree
  


16   with disposing drilling fluid onto Chukchi Sea.  And these
  


17   are some of the things.
  


18             I guess it was the first project that I was on.
  


19   And I certainly do not want to see another project that's
  


20   disposing drilling fluids, especially with toxic chemicals
  


21   that does.  And I don't care if it's -- if the drilling
  


22   mud has been approved by your agent, but it's very well
  


23   likely that it's -- it can harm our sea mammals.  And so
  


24   this is what -- that hopefully that we have improved some
  


25   of these -- some of these efforts to drill.
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 1             And another thing that I'd like to bring is are
  


 2   we going to be monitoring the current, ocean current?
  


 3   Which way is it going?  How fast is it going?  Have we
  


 4   done enough studies on our ocean to see if we can handle
  


 5   these drill ships or whatever this five-year plan that we
  


 6   are talking about?
  


 7             So the ocean current and the weather, it rules
  


 8   us, us in -- us Eskimos up here because we respect nature.
  


 9   We follow the nature.  We respect the nature.  And if it's
  


10   blowing snow, if it's rough waters, we don't go out.  And
  


11   we are very limited.  And hopefully it does not impact our
  


12   sea mammals.  So these are some of the things that we have
  


13   to think about and do a bit more study.
  


14             Another thing is ice movement.  That's a very,
  


15   very risk to be out and drilling.  And let alone, it's --
  


16   when you run those exploratory things on -- it doesn't go
  


17   well, either.  There are a lot of studies that got to be
  


18   done.  And of course, we all seen the Gulf -- Gulf of
  


19   Mexico's oil spill, and we don't ever want to see that
  


20   because if we ever do see that, it will affect the four
  


21   countries:  Russia, Greenland, Canada, America under the
  


22   polar cap.  And if that current runs around in the polar
  


23   cap and we have got a spill, that's going to impact all
  


24   four countries.  And I'm sure President Obama has given
  


25   some directions to have good relations with the four
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 1   countries.
  


 2             So these are some of the things that we have to
  


 3   consider, please, before we can try any of these.
  


 4             Of course, we can do some exploration, but do
  


 5   away some of those risks, like I'm saying, the ocean
  


 6   currents, ice movement.  We have an agent, NOAA, National
  


 7   Oceanic Atmospheric Agency.  They can have a satellite
  


 8   view of the ice movement, which way is the ice movement
  


 9   going.  And so these are some of the technologies.  We can
  


10   run the popcorn to test the current.  Have we ever run any
  


11   popcorn to test the ocean current?  I would like to have
  


12   some answers in this particular hearing that we have here.
  


13             And that's all I have.  Joseph Akpik, former
  


14   borough assemblyman, former Arctic Slope board of
  


15   directors, and former executive council for Inupiat
  


16   Community of the Arctic.  Thank you.
  


17                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, I'll try to answer
  


18   a few of those questions.  Our agency, since the '70s, has
  


19   been doing environmental studies of all the matters of the
  


20   environment, including what we call physical oceanography,
  


21   which is of the currents and wind direction and ocean
  


22   current direction.  And we have collected a lot of data.
  


23             We still collect data because things can change,
  


24   obviously.  The amount of ice cover and the extent of ice
  


25   cover is, you know, changing, particularly in the last
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 1   ten, 15 years.  And they incorporate this data into models
  


 2   that if you had spills from any particular point, it would
  


 3   show where the oil would hit the shoreline.  So that's --
  


 4   that's part of what they do.
  


 5             We -- our agency does -- in fact, one of my jobs
  


 6   is to represent our agency with what's known as the Arctic
  


 7   Council.  It's made up of eight Arctic nations.  We
  


 8   collect data, environmental data.
  


 9             Well, there are six working groups.  One is
  


10   focused on collecting environmental data, including
  


11   physical oceanography for the whole circumpolar area.
  


12   There is one working group that's for emergency
  


13   preparation and preparedness.  And that's to have
  


14   cooperation from nation to nation.  Well, first of all, to
  


15   prevent any kind of oil spill and, second of all, to
  


16   cooperate with each other if there was an oil spill.  So
  


17   you know, when you've got neighboring nations, Canada to
  


18   U.S., U.S. to Russia, Russia to Norway, and so forth,
  


19   that's how that works.
  


20             Let's see.  I think your points on the
  


21   discharges are well taken.  I'm definitely not an expert
  


22   in that area.  Those permits, the national pollution --
  


23   NPDES, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
  


24   permits are run by EPA, and the idea is to minimize toxic
  


25   pollutants from going into the water.  And we -- our
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 1   agency cooperates with EPA on those permits that are
  


 2   related to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.
  


 3             So one of the studies related to toxic
  


 4   pollutants that has been going on for, let's see, I would
  


 5   say a good three years in the Chukchi Sea is baseline
  


 6   studies, including heavy metals and POPs and those kind of
  


 7   things to measure against if there were -- once operations
  


 8   get going out in the Chukchi to, you know, have a baseline
  


 9   to check against any potential effects that might occur
  


10   after.
  


11             And we have worked with the -- the scientists of
  


12   the North Slope Borough on developing our studies,
  


13   particularly with respect to bowhead whale studies, marine
  


14   mammal studies, you know.  Suyedam and the other guy,
  


15   Craig George, worked a lot with them.  And Shell has
  


16   given, I think, the North Slope Borough $5,000,000 to do
  


17   environmental studies, and there are some preliminary
  


18   talks about sort of maximizing their -- that study -- or
  


19   the studies can be done out of that money with the studies
  


20   that we have with our money so that we can kind of
  


21   maximize the effect of our studies.
  


22             So anybody else?  Did that get to all -- I think
  


23   that got to the ones I caught.
  


24                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Yeah, the elimination
  


25   of those.  Thank you.
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 1                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  But those are very
  


 2   important points.  Go ahead.
  


 3                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  My name is Raymond
  


 4   Aguvluk, A-G-U-V-L-U-K, and I work for my Native Village
  


 5   of Wainwright as an EPA.  And I need, like, more
  


 6   information about -- you guys mail them to my box number
  


 7   or to Native Village of Wainwright, Box 143, Wainwright,
  


 8   Alaska 99782.  I think I wrote it down.  Let me check.
  


 9   So -- and I just started working November, so --
  


10                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  So you are new in
  


11   your position, then.
  


12                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I know Shell was
  


13   here all summer with us, you know.  I was working for them
  


14   this summer as a radio operator, comm center.  And they
  


15   had a little bit of problems, you know, trying to do
  


16   seismic because the ocean and, you know, the wind don't
  


17   match together.
  


18             So I'm glad Salazar stopped the drilling next
  


19   year, right?  That's what I heard.  So he stopped drilling
  


20   up there.  So I'm happy, you know.  We don't want to see
  


21   oil spill like -- I mean, what about if we got an oil
  


22   spill; what you guys going to do with our people?  I mean,
  


23   we eat from out there, you know.  And you guys going to
  


24   send us chicken or steak?  No way.  We love our garden out
  


25   there, so --
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 1             And send me all that information about you guys'
  


 2   deal so I could obtain my council, you know.  I'm hoping
  


 3   we have a meeting pretty soon, so -- if I got any
  


 4   questions, I'll call Mike here, so --
  


 5                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  Please.
  


 6                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  When are you guys
  


 7   going to start the five-year plan?
  


 8                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right now.  That's what
  


 9   this meeting is about.
  


10                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  With no people?
  


11                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  This meeting is a little
  


12   rough because we weren't planning it till a little bit
  


13   later in the week, but we got weathered out from getting
  


14   into Point Hope or Point Lay, so we tried to get -- as
  


15   best we could, get the word out.
  


16                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I mean, people are
  


17   spoiled with door prizes.  If you had door prizes, this
  


18   place would be full, like buy diesel for them or
  


19   something.
  


20                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do have one.  Here
  


21   you go.
  


22                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Joseph, he had told us
  


23   about door prizes and how important they are.  So
  


24   Joseph --
  


25                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  What?  This is my
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 1   prize?
  


 2                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  You have to shake my hand
  


 3   for the photo.
  


 4                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Am I eating chicken now
  


 5   already?
  


 6                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Even better than chicken.
  


 7                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  I got a door prize
  


 8   already.  Carrot cake.  Yeah, good for my eyesight.  Will
  


 9   that help with my eyesight?  Thank you.
  


10                   MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  That's from Barrow.
  


11                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  We brought that all the
  


12   way from Barrow.  We imported it at great expense, great
  


13   expense.
  


14                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So I'm just learning
  


15   about EPA's steps, so I'm still going to -- my boss is
  


16   coming from Anchorage, going to train me some more next
  


17   week.  Hopefully this week.  So I'll be available if you
  


18   guys -- if you guys don't contact Ira, you could ask for
  


19   Raymond, you know, if you guys start coming back.  So I'll
  


20   be happy.  I want to communicate with you guys, you know.
  


21   So --
  


22                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  We will accept comments
  


23   through March 31st.
  


24                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So maybe -- did you
  


25   guys mail those comments to each box holder, or no?
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 1                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, once we receive the
  


 2   comments --
  


 3                   MR. MIKE HALLER:  You want a form to send
  


 4   to each box number?
  


 5                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  If you guys mail
  


 6   them, some people will fill them out, you know.
  


 7                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  We can do that.
  


 8                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  All right.  Thanks.
  


 9                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  We will be
  


10   back in some months down the road for another round of
  


11   public meetings with the draft environmental impact
  


12   statement.
  


13                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So are you guys
  


14   going to work with the village corporation and the city
  


15   council or --
  


16                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  We haven't had -- we
  


17   have had government to government meetings, or tried to
  


18   have them, but -- and we will -- let's say today we didn't
  


19   make it with the Wainwright for government to government,
  


20   but we will try to make up for this by doing one over the
  


21   phone that we will arrange.
  


22                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I wish there was
  


23   more people, you know, so --
  


24                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  When we were here in
  


25   November, there were, like, 25 people, so this whole area
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 1   was filled up.  So -- all right.
  


 2                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  Yeah, thanks.
  


 3                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My name is
  


 4   Marjorie Angashuk.  I used to work for -- fire station for
  


 5   Wainwright Fire Department for 20 years.  And then after I
  


 6   retired, they want me to come back for five more years.  I
  


 7   say I'm going to drop dead.  I don't want to.  So I find
  


 8   out -- I find out myself in a hard way, and I was thinking
  


 9   like this and I say, oh, my God, everything sure change.
  


10             When I was growing up, there used to be all
  


11   kinds of animals.  Nowadays when we get to our age, not
  


12   enough.  And then when I went to Barrow for Elders'
  


13   conference, I listened to some of the stories.  I know
  


14   that there is lots, lots, and lots of Elders complaining
  


15   where is our animal.  We don't want to eat hamburger.  We
  


16   don't want to eat French fry.  We don't want to eat
  


17   chicken.  We want to eat Eskimo food on our own way.  And
  


18   I told them yeah, everything is changed around.
  


19             I notice ice is changing different.  The weather
  


20   is changing.  The animals is changing.  Where are they go?
  


21   They are gone.  Where is the caribou?  Hardly any.  We
  


22   used to get how many when I was growing up, but nowadays
  


23   we only get only one.  Nowadays.  We used to go fox,
  


24   trapping with my dad.  I used to be a trapper with my dad.
  


25   Lots of fox:  Red fox, white fox, gray fox, blue fox, any
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 1   kind of fox.  My dad was a trapper, and I have to cook
  


 2   something for him while he's trapping around.
  


 3             But anyway, I just want to let you know why the
  


 4   world is changing around and hardly any animals coming
  


 5   this way.  Thank you.
  


 6                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  I have a question for
  


 7   you.  The animals you mentioned were land animals.
  


 8                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
  


 9                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would you say the same
  


10   thing about the marine mammals?
  


11                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
  


12                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Same thing?
  


13                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah, same thing.
  


14   All kinds of animal, polar bear, fox, walrus, seal, ducks
  


15   and all those.
  


16                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Birds?
  


17                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Not enough.  I
  


18   just wanted to let you know.  Thank you.
  


19                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yep.  Thank you.  We
  


20   don't do studies, by and large, for land mammals.  There
  


21   are other agencies that do those kind of studies, but
  


22   the -- we do waterfowl and then marine mammals and fish
  


23   and those kind of things.  So we try to keep track of
  


24   what's going on.
  


25                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My dad used to be
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 1   a hunter, hunting everything.  But now he's gone.
  


 2                   MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  I'm still gathering
  


 3   my thoughts.  Terry Tagarook.  I'm retired.  What I've
  


 4   learned, what I've learned from the past and from my
  


 5   Elders, the late Uncle Greg Tagarook read a scripture from
  


 6   the Bible, and it was before whaling season.  It said that
  


 7   the animals that God created for the North Slope residents
  


 8   and that those are the aboriginal people, indigenous
  


 9   people that were -- that migrated from across, and then we
  


10   ended up here.  They ended up here, and that's where we
  


11   grew up.
  


12             He said they said to take care of the animals
  


13   and they will multiply.  And they had.  And then those
  


14   darn whalers, Yankee whalers, started coming around and
  


15   almost depleted the whaling population until they had no
  


16   use for the baleen or the blubber.  And from that, you
  


17   know, we were taught to respect our land animals, our sea
  


18   mammals, and to show respect to our land.  It will
  


19   replenish every year.  So when we hunt our mammals out in
  


20   the ocean or the land animals, we just get what we need to
  


21   sustain us for the winter, coming winter.
  


22             We have cellars in the summer that we could
  


23   store for this long winter ahead when the caribou migrate
  


24   back down south.  And we hunt our sea mammals and we store
  


25   them in our cellars.  And that was a way of families
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 1   being -- and extended families going in one canoe or skin
  


 2   boat where these families got together and went out and
  


 3   got it.  What they brought back with them they divided
  


 4   among the people that went along in the boat.  They
  


 5   shared.  And sometimes they were lucky.  Sometimes they
  


 6   weren't.  They had nothing.
  


 7             But what our Elders and our forefathers had to
  


 8   learn was they studied the skies, the ocean, the winds,
  


 9   and they learned.  And back then the ice used to be really
  


10   thick.  But today it's not as thick as it used to be.  It
  


11   won't hold up a 50-foot whale.  It will just keep breaking
  


12   unless we find ice that's piled up on top of each other
  


13   that's thick enough to haul it up.  And it's getting
  


14   harder to find ice thick enough to hold a 50-foot-plus
  


15   whale.  And we were lucky to get a small whale this
  


16   spring, last spring, and a 50-footer where we -- where we
  


17   were able to pull it up.
  


18             And it seems like this climate change is
  


19   affecting the ice and late freeze up.  And that's -- I
  


20   thought we were going to have good ice this year, this
  


21   last year.  We had good ice, but then the wind came around
  


22   and blew that ice all the way out, almost to the shore.
  


23   And when the southwest or west wind came in, the ice piled
  


24   up in front of -- on the beach.  And when that ice pile
  


25   up, the pressure ridges are not as thick as they used to
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 1   be.  Almost three feet, in fact.  When you go down to the
  


 2   edge of the bank, you will see how thin it is.
  


 3             And climate change is affecting our walruses.
  


 4   The springtime, once the ice goes out after the whaling
  


 5   season, the ice goes out and doesn't come back anymore
  


 6   like it used to.  But when it used to, it used to come
  


 7   back in in August and, you know, just go ashore; and when
  


 8   the waves start coming in, they will be just like the
  


 9   breakers and keep the -- keep the banks from eroding.  But
  


10   with the ice gone, we have more erosion nowadays.
  


11             And what -- what the oil companies and the other
  


12   agencies need to do is study what our people have learned
  


13   about our environment.  Study what is going to happen to
  


14   the food cycle of our land mammals -- I mean, sea mammals
  


15   once that is depleted.  Once something happens, it's not
  


16   going to come back.  And those are the very mammals we
  


17   depend on when we are out gathering for the coming winter.
  


18             And it's a small window of when we can hunt
  


19   walruses.  But they are coming ashore.  Like when they
  


20   came ashore close to Point Lay, they -- they had no ice to
  


21   go to.  They just hauled out.  And that's going to be
  


22   something that's going to be happening more often if the
  


23   ice doesn't come back.
  


24             And I'm thinking that sometime in the future the
  


25   whales will be coming through, but I don't know if the ice
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 1   is going to be thick enough to hold a whale so we could
  


 2   butcher them on the ice.
  


 3             And these are things that you need to study, the
  


 4   food cycles of the different species in the ocean and what
  


 5   effect it will have if the food cycles is disturbed.
  


 6             And I would appreciate if the people that are
  


 7   going to be doing some exploration have other people study
  


 8   the ocean, the currents.  I know our people here in
  


 9   Wainwright and the corporation have been doing studies on
  


10   the current with some of the oil companies.  I forget who.
  


11             But I think that's a step toward working with
  


12   the oil companies, working together to make things easier
  


13   for both us and them and studying the currents and
  


14   studying the winds and learning the conditions of the sea
  


15   ice.  I think that this is the way to go about it.  But if
  


16   you don't listen to us, why go out and then just disturb
  


17   the cycle.
  


18             That's all I have to say.  And I'm hoping that
  


19   you show respect to our land and our sea like we have
  


20   always.  Thanks.
  


21                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  All right.  Thanks.
  


22                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik again.  I
  


23   want to thank Terry for a good comment, for having good
  


24   relations with our tribal.  And I want to make this
  


25   particular Executive Order 13-175.  This is a government
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 1   to government relation which means from Department of
  


 2   Interior to the Native Village of Wainwright and not any
  


 3   other entity like the North Slope Borough, even though the
  


 4   North Slope Borough is under the State jurisdiction.  But
  


 5   the Native Village of Wainwright is under the Department
  


 6   of Interior.  So this is the government to government
  


 7   relations to work closely with Native Village of
  


 8   Wainwright, Native Village of Point Hope, Native Village
  


 9   of Point Lay.
  


10             And this is some of the things that we -- Terry
  


11   were saying about our good working together.  And so this
  


12   is what that Executive Order 13-175 meant, to have a good
  


13   working relationship, work with these people, the Native
  


14   and ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope.
  


15             And so these are some of the things that we can
  


16   do because the State of Alaska is starting to get an
  


17   interest and we would like to override State of Alaska
  


18   because they only have three miles jurisdiction.  The
  


19   tribal have 20 miles.  The federal government have 20
  


20   miles limit.  And it's going to be subject.  And not with
  


21   the State.  And so the State has been intervening every
  


22   which way, and especially on this Arctic coastal.  We
  


23   would like to see our good relations with the other
  


24   coastal communities that we can work together, along with
  


25   our agency from the Department of Interior.  And so public
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 1   relations, government to government relations means a lot
  


 2   to what Terry has said, and I'm glad that he had said
  


 3   that.
  


 4             And another thing is Executive Order 12-898,
  


 5   February 4, 1998, Jefferson -- President Clinton put that
  


 6   executive order, environmental justice, put it.  Yeah.
  


 7   Let me get this straight here.  Environmental justice.  We
  


 8   have to follow along, which Native Village of Wainwright
  


 9   is going to follow along, which it is the policy that the
  


10   Department of Interior have to respect us and abide by
  


11   that executive order, environmental justice.  And so
  


12   hopefully our working relations can work together to make
  


13   it work.
  


14             I know we are -- the situation we are in is very
  


15   risky in every which way.  The ice -- we can see right now
  


16   when I observed coming in from Barrow this morning, there
  


17   is an open lead already.  Must be ten miles out.  And gee
  


18   whiz.  And further up north toward Barrow, there is open
  


19   lead already.  What does that tell us?  It's ready to
  


20   break open.
  


21             And so these are some of the things that's
  


22   unpredictable.  It's very risky, and it's going to be very
  


23   risky for platforms.  If they ever do decide to drill on
  


24   platforms, the platforms is -- I don't know what would
  


25   happen if that ice pressure puts out against the platform.
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 1   There it is.  And so it's not only going to be the ice
  


 2   movement.  It's going to be the ice current, like I said
  


 3   earlier.
  


 4             And another thing that I would like to comment
  


 5   is I hope that they don't make the ring seals nor the
  


 6   bearded seals as an endangered species.  Those are the two
  


 7   species that we hunt in summertime, spring and summer.
  


 8   And this is mostly our sea mammal diet food that we have,
  


 9   the blubber.  We need the blubber in order to keep warm.
  


10   If I don't eat blubber, I get cold out there.  I haven't
  


11   eaten blubber for two months.  And these clothes, it don't
  


12   matter.  It's cold now.  If you don't eat no blubber, if
  


13   we don't eat our Native food -- like Marjorie says, we
  


14   need our food, our Native food, blubber.  This is our
  


15   survival diet.
  


16             And so hopefully you don't get that ringed seal
  


17   and the bearded seal as an endangered species.  And I
  


18   would encourage the Department of Interior not to make it
  


19   an endangered species, neither the polar bear, because
  


20   there are plenty enough.  There are.  And this is why we
  


21   respect the nature.  We follow nature.  It tells us.  If
  


22   the current don't let us, well, we will wait for another
  


23   day.  If it's blowing the wrong different directions, our
  


24   lunch are not coming.  The eider ducks are not coming.
  


25   Eider ducks are our lunch.  A whale is our dinner.
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 1             And so these are some of the things that we
  


 2   have -- our main diets.  If I eat a hamburger, if I eat
  


 3   even beef, I get hungry after a while.  But if I eat
  


 4   whale, I can last for a day and a half.  And so this is
  


 5   the diet that we have.  And so we have to preserve in
  


 6   every which way we can.  Thank you very much.
  


 7                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  Well,
  


 8   anybody -- we have got a small crowd here, so --
  


 9                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  There's a lot of
  


10   Elder out in Barrow complain about Eskimo food.  They get
  


11   hungry for blubber.  They don't want to eat -- they get
  


12   tired of White people food.  I don't want that.  That make
  


13   me sick.  That's how come most of the people are dying
  


14   from different kind of food.
  


15                   MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Obesity is coming out.
  


16   Chemicals are all in there.  But we got natural food.
  


17   Thank you.  Go ahead, Marjorie.
  


18                   MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  I was just sitting
  


19   by one of the Elders, and she was from Nuiqsut, and she
  


20   holler her heart out and she asked, God, bring our food
  


21   back.  She say, if I eat muktuk the way you say, right, if
  


22   I eat muktuk, we won't get hungry days.  Keep us warm,
  


23   muktuk.
  


24             I remember when I was growing up when I was
  


25   small, I used to be really cold, and I say to my dad, Dad,
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 1   I'm cold.  I go in the sleeping bag, I want to run around
  


 2   the little house, and he would cut a piece of muktuk for
  


 3   me, blubber, and I lay in the bed and then I go like this
  


 4   [demonstrating] and I start getting hot.  That made me
  


 5   feel so good.  I still remember the way I was growing up.
  


 6   Nowadays, we don't know why we don't see enough polar bear
  


 7   nowadays.  But now everything changed.
  


 8                   MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  One last comment.
  


 9   When I was in the service and I was overseas for 11 months
  


10   and 28 days, and I was out in the boonies and eating
  


11   C-rations for the whole year, and my system had got used
  


12   to the C-rations that the Army gave us for meals.  I
  


13   hardly ate any, but we were all young, you know, 19-,
  


14   20-year-olds.  And we were pretty active.  And then having
  


15   to eat the C-rations that they gave us for the whole year,
  


16   except for Thanksgiving and Christmas when we had a turkey
  


17   out in the field.
  


18             And then when I came back, you know, my system
  


19   was not used to the Native food that I was used to before
  


20   I went over, and I had to get -- get used to the food that
  


21   I grew up with.  It took a while.  But the hardest one was
  


22   the walrus, and it just -- and I think I ate too much at
  


23   one time.  And then I had to take it slowly a little bit
  


24   at a time, and got my system back into the Inupiaq system
  


25   again instead of the C-rations.  And that's the difference
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 1   that I noticed when I came back.  I had to get used to the
  


 2   Native food I grew up with.
  


 3             So that's something that -- what our oceans have
  


 4   out there, that's our food.  And with our store shelves
  


 5   starting to look empty now with that bypass meal not
  


 6   coming through anymore, we have to wait maybe how many
  


 7   days for this kind of food, the chicken or beef or
  


 8   whatever.  It's getting harder to -- with that bypass meal
  


 9   not going through like it used to.  That hotel food is not
  


10   too good.  It taste good on it, but they don't last long.
  


11                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, all right.
  


12   Everybody, we are okay to close the meeting?  Raymond, you
  


13   have anything else to say?
  


14                   MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  No.
  


15                   MR. TIM HOLDER:  We don't want to cut
  


16   anybody off.  We are off the record.
  


17              (Proceedings adjourned at 8:08 p.m.)
  


18
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  1                      P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S
  2               (Blessing given by Joseph Akpik.)
  3                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, my name is Tim
  4    Holder.  And I'm with the Bureau of Ocean Energy
  5    Management, Regulation, and Enforcement, used to be called
  6    Minerals Management Service, MMS.  And we're here to talk
  7    about what we call our five-year program, which is
  8    required by law that every five years our agency needs to
  9    have a program for what kind of lease sales we might have
 10    in our different planning areas.  And our planning areas
 11    that are up here are the Beaufort Sea planning area and
 12    the Chukchi Sea planning area.
 13              And part of the process is we write a
 14    programmatic environmental impact statement under the
 15    National Environmental Policy Act.  And the first step of
 16    that is to hold what we call a scoping meeting, which is
 17    just to get ideas from the public about whatever concerns
 18    they have that are related to these things.  And of
 19    course, the primary thing that can come out of these --
 20    this five-year program is ultimately oil and gas leasing
 21    for oil and gas offshore.  And the offshore is the Outer
 22    Continental Shelf, which is three miles seaward.
 23              Just to give you some context, first comes the
 24    five-year program, and we end up -- after the scoping
 25    meeting, we get the draft environmental impact statement.
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  1    We come back for more meetings.  Then we do a final EIS,
  2    then we -- that goes ultimately to the Secretary of
  3    Interior who decides whether and how many lease sales to
  4    put into the plan.
  5              Now, once we have the plan, it doesn't
  6    necessarily mean that they will follow through on those
  7    lease sales.  Usually they do.  The current program we are
  8    in right now, after the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, he
  9    pulled back the lease sales that were pending in the --
 10    the two in the Chukchi and the two in the Beaufort.  So
 11    that usually doesn't happen, but it did happen.  So --
 12              But if we hold lease sales that are off of the
 13    five-year program, then if there is bidding on leases and
 14    you have winning leases, then oil and gas companies can
 15    then apply for permits to go out and explore, and if they
 16    find resources, then they will maybe apply for permits for
 17    production facilities, and then they would build whatever
 18    resource and then we issue more permits after that.  So
 19    there is lots of steps that take lots of time to go
 20    through.
 21              So with that kind of context -- and this is
 22    different than our meeting that we had in November.  This
 23    is different pieces of our process, but -- so I'll just
 24    open it up for any comments that you have.
 25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik.  I reside
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  1    in Barrow and come here working on my line of work.  But I
  2    do want to comment on this five-year plan on the lease
  3    sale in Chukchi Sea.  And I've worked -- I've worked in
  4    Shell Oil in that popcorn and burger project, and I've
  5    seen at that particular time in 1988, that was a good
  6    year.  And I see the operations and it worked out good,
  7    but it's -- there were --
  8              Some things that we faced was the high,
  9    rough waters.  And at one time we almost lost our drilling
 10    rig, the Discovery, and it was a bad storm.  And so we
 11    broke -- there were two broken -- two broken strands of
 12    anchors on that drill ship.  And that's how strong the
 13    winds had gone that particular season.  And so we lost
 14    some anchors, and it was something that we had to face.
 15    And I don't know where -- and I did not very well agree
 16    with disposing drilling fluid onto Chukchi Sea.  And these
 17    are some of the things.
 18              I guess it was the first project that I was on.
 19    And I certainly do not want to see another project that's
 20    disposing drilling fluids, especially with toxic chemicals
 21    that does.  And I don't care if it's -- if the drilling
 22    mud has been approved by your agent, but it's very well
 23    likely that it's -- it can harm our sea mammals.  And so
 24    this is what -- that hopefully that we have improved some
 25    of these -- some of these efforts to drill.
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  1              And another thing that I'd like to bring is are
  2    we going to be monitoring the current, ocean current?
  3    Which way is it going?  How fast is it going?  Have we
  4    done enough studies on our ocean to see if we can handle
  5    these drill ships or whatever this five-year plan that we
  6    are talking about?
  7              So the ocean current and the weather, it rules
  8    us, us in -- us Eskimos up here because we respect nature.
  9    We follow the nature.  We respect the nature.  And if it's
 10    blowing snow, if it's rough waters, we don't go out.  And
 11    we are very limited.  And hopefully it does not impact our
 12    sea mammals.  So these are some of the things that we have
 13    to think about and do a bit more study.
 14              Another thing is ice movement.  That's a very,
 15    very risk to be out and drilling.  And let alone, it's --
 16    when you run those exploratory things on -- it doesn't go
 17    well, either.  There are a lot of studies that got to be
 18    done.  And of course, we all seen the Gulf -- Gulf of
 19    Mexico's oil spill, and we don't ever want to see that
 20    because if we ever do see that, it will affect the four
 21    countries:  Russia, Greenland, Canada, America under the
 22    polar cap.  And if that current runs around in the polar
 23    cap and we have got a spill, that's going to impact all
 24    four countries.  And I'm sure President Obama has given
 25    some directions to have good relations with the four
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  1    countries.
  2              So these are some of the things that we have to
  3    consider, please, before we can try any of these.
  4              Of course, we can do some exploration, but do
  5    away some of those risks, like I'm saying, the ocean
  6    currents, ice movement.  We have an agent, NOAA, National
  7    Oceanic Atmospheric Agency.  They can have a satellite
  8    view of the ice movement, which way is the ice movement
  9    going.  And so these are some of the technologies.  We can
 10    run the popcorn to test the current.  Have we ever run any
 11    popcorn to test the ocean current?  I would like to have
 12    some answers in this particular hearing that we have here.
 13              And that's all I have.  Joseph Akpik, former
 14    borough assemblyman, former Arctic Slope board of
 15    directors, and former executive council for Inupiat
 16    Community of the Arctic.  Thank you.
 17                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, I'll try to answer
 18    a few of those questions.  Our agency, since the '70s, has
 19    been doing environmental studies of all the matters of the
 20    environment, including what we call physical oceanography,
 21    which is of the currents and wind direction and ocean
 22    current direction.  And we have collected a lot of data.
 23              We still collect data because things can change,
 24    obviously.  The amount of ice cover and the extent of ice
 25    cover is, you know, changing, particularly in the last
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  1    ten, 15 years.  And they incorporate this data into models
  2    that if you had spills from any particular point, it would
  3    show where the oil would hit the shoreline.  So that's --
  4    that's part of what they do.
  5              We -- our agency does -- in fact, one of my jobs
  6    is to represent our agency with what's known as the Arctic
  7    Council.  It's made up of eight Arctic nations.  We
  8    collect data, environmental data.
  9              Well, there are six working groups.  One is
 10    focused on collecting environmental data, including
 11    physical oceanography for the whole circumpolar area.
 12    There is one working group that's for emergency
 13    preparation and preparedness.  And that's to have
 14    cooperation from nation to nation.  Well, first of all, to
 15    prevent any kind of oil spill and, second of all, to
 16    cooperate with each other if there was an oil spill.  So
 17    you know, when you've got neighboring nations, Canada to
 18    U.S., U.S. to Russia, Russia to Norway, and so forth,
 19    that's how that works.
 20              Let's see.  I think your points on the
 21    discharges are well taken.  I'm definitely not an expert
 22    in that area.  Those permits, the national pollution --
 23    NPDES, National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
 24    permits are run by EPA, and the idea is to minimize toxic
 25    pollutants from going into the water.  And we -- our
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  1    agency cooperates with EPA on those permits that are
  2    related to operations on the Outer Continental Shelf.
  3              So one of the studies related to toxic
  4    pollutants that has been going on for, let's see, I would
  5    say a good three years in the Chukchi Sea is baseline
  6    studies, including heavy metals and POPs and those kind of
  7    things to measure against if there were -- once operations
  8    get going out in the Chukchi to, you know, have a baseline
  9    to check against any potential effects that might occur
 10    after.
 11              And we have worked with the -- the scientists of
 12    the North Slope Borough on developing our studies,
 13    particularly with respect to bowhead whale studies, marine
 14    mammal studies, you know.  Suyedam and the other guy,
 15    Craig George, worked a lot with them.  And Shell has
 16    given, I think, the North Slope Borough $5,000,000 to do
 17    environmental studies, and there are some preliminary
 18    talks about sort of maximizing their -- that study -- or
 19    the studies can be done out of that money with the studies
 20    that we have with our money so that we can kind of
 21    maximize the effect of our studies.
 22              So anybody else?  Did that get to all -- I think
 23    that got to the ones I caught.
 24                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Yeah, the elimination
 25    of those.  Thank you.
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  1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  But those are very
  2    important points.  Go ahead.
  3                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  My name is Raymond
  4    Aguvluk, A-G-U-V-L-U-K, and I work for my Native Village
  5    of Wainwright as an EPA.  And I need, like, more
  6    information about -- you guys mail them to my box number
  7    or to Native Village of Wainwright, Box 143, Wainwright,
  8    Alaska 99782.  I think I wrote it down.  Let me check.
  9    So -- and I just started working November, so --
 10                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Okay.  So you are new in
 11    your position, then.
 12                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I know Shell was
 13    here all summer with us, you know.  I was working for them
 14    this summer as a radio operator, comm center.  And they
 15    had a little bit of problems, you know, trying to do
 16    seismic because the ocean and, you know, the wind don't
 17    match together.
 18              So I'm glad Salazar stopped the drilling next
 19    year, right?  That's what I heard.  So he stopped drilling
 20    up there.  So I'm happy, you know.  We don't want to see
 21    oil spill like -- I mean, what about if we got an oil
 22    spill; what you guys going to do with our people?  I mean,
 23    we eat from out there, you know.  And you guys going to
 24    send us chicken or steak?  No way.  We love our garden out
 25    there, so --
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  1              And send me all that information about you guys'
  2    deal so I could obtain my council, you know.  I'm hoping
  3    we have a meeting pretty soon, so -- if I got any
  4    questions, I'll call Mike here, so --
  5                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  Please.
  6                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  When are you guys
  7    going to start the five-year plan?
  8                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Right now.  That's what
  9    this meeting is about.
 10                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  With no people?
 11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  This meeting is a little
 12    rough because we weren't planning it till a little bit
 13    later in the week, but we got weathered out from getting
 14    into Point Hope or Point Lay, so we tried to get -- as
 15    best we could, get the word out.
 16                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I mean, people are
 17    spoiled with door prizes.  If you had door prizes, this
 18    place would be full, like buy diesel for them or
 19    something.
 20                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  We do have one.  Here
 21    you go.
 22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Joseph, he had told us
 23    about door prizes and how important they are.  So
 24    Joseph --
 25                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  What?  This is my
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  1    prize?
  2                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  You have to shake my hand
  3    for the photo.
  4                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Am I eating chicken now
  5    already?
  6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Even better than chicken.
  7                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  I got a door prize
  8    already.  Carrot cake.  Yeah, good for my eyesight.  Will
  9    that help with my eyesight?  Thank you.
 10                    MR. ROB MCWHORTER:  That's from Barrow.
 11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We brought that all the
 12    way from Barrow.  We imported it at great expense, great
 13    expense.
 14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So I'm just learning
 15    about EPA's steps, so I'm still going to -- my boss is
 16    coming from Anchorage, going to train me some more next
 17    week.  Hopefully this week.  So I'll be available if you
 18    guys -- if you guys don't contact Ira, you could ask for
 19    Raymond, you know, if you guys start coming back.  So I'll
 20    be happy.  I want to communicate with you guys, you know.
 21    So --
 22                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We will accept comments
 23    through March 31st.
 24                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So maybe -- did you
 25    guys mail those comments to each box holder, or no?
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  1                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Oh, once we receive the
  2    comments --
  3                    MR. MIKE HALLER:  You want a form to send
  4    to each box number?
  5                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  If you guys mail
  6    them, some people will fill them out, you know.
  7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We can do that.
  8                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  All right.  Thanks.
  9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  We will be
 10    back in some months down the road for another round of
 11    public meetings with the draft environmental impact
 12    statement.
 13                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  So are you guys
 14    going to work with the village corporation and the city
 15    council or --
 16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  No.  We haven't had -- we
 17    have had government to government meetings, or tried to
 18    have them, but -- and we will -- let's say today we didn't
 19    make it with the Wainwright for government to government,
 20    but we will try to make up for this by doing one over the
 21    phone that we will arrange.
 22                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  I wish there was
 23    more people, you know, so --
 24                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  When we were here in
 25    November, there were, like, 25 people, so this whole area
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  1    was filled up.  So -- all right.
  2                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  Yeah, thanks.
  3                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My name is
  4    Marjorie Angashuk.  I used to work for -- fire station for
  5    Wainwright Fire Department for 20 years.  And then after I
  6    retired, they want me to come back for five more years.  I
  7    say I'm going to drop dead.  I don't want to.  So I find
  8    out -- I find out myself in a hard way, and I was thinking
  9    like this and I say, oh, my God, everything sure change.
 10              When I was growing up, there used to be all
 11    kinds of animals.  Nowadays when we get to our age, not
 12    enough.  And then when I went to Barrow for Elders'
 13    conference, I listened to some of the stories.  I know
 14    that there is lots, lots, and lots of Elders complaining
 15    where is our animal.  We don't want to eat hamburger.  We
 16    don't want to eat French fry.  We don't want to eat
 17    chicken.  We want to eat Eskimo food on our own way.  And
 18    I told them yeah, everything is changed around.
 19              I notice ice is changing different.  The weather
 20    is changing.  The animals is changing.  Where are they go?
 21    They are gone.  Where is the caribou?  Hardly any.  We
 22    used to get how many when I was growing up, but nowadays
 23    we only get only one.  Nowadays.  We used to go fox,
 24    trapping with my dad.  I used to be a trapper with my dad.
 25    Lots of fox:  Red fox, white fox, gray fox, blue fox, any
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  1    kind of fox.  My dad was a trapper, and I have to cook
  2    something for him while he's trapping around.
  3              But anyway, I just want to let you know why the
  4    world is changing around and hardly any animals coming
  5    this way.  Thank you.
  6                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  I have a question for
  7    you.  The animals you mentioned were land animals.
  8                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
  9                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Would you say the same
 10    thing about the marine mammals?
 11                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah.
 12                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Same thing?
 13                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Yeah, same thing.
 14    All kinds of animal, polar bear, fox, walrus, seal, ducks
 15    and all those.
 16                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Birds?
 17                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  Not enough.  I
 18    just wanted to let you know.  Thank you.
 19                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Yep.  Thank you.  We
 20    don't do studies, by and large, for land mammals.  There
 21    are other agencies that do those kind of studies, but
 22    the -- we do waterfowl and then marine mammals and fish
 23    and those kind of things.  So we try to keep track of
 24    what's going on.
 25                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  My dad used to be
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  1    a hunter, hunting everything.  But now he's gone.
  2                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  I'm still gathering
  3    my thoughts.  Terry Tagarook.  I'm retired.  What I've
  4    learned, what I've learned from the past and from my
  5    Elders, the late Uncle Greg Tagarook read a scripture from
  6    the Bible, and it was before whaling season.  It said that
  7    the animals that God created for the North Slope residents
  8    and that those are the aboriginal people, indigenous
  9    people that were -- that migrated from across, and then we
 10    ended up here.  They ended up here, and that's where we
 11    grew up.
 12              He said they said to take care of the animals
 13    and they will multiply.  And they had.  And then those
 14    darn whalers, Yankee whalers, started coming around and
 15    almost depleted the whaling population until they had no
 16    use for the baleen or the blubber.  And from that, you
 17    know, we were taught to respect our land animals, our sea
 18    mammals, and to show respect to our land.  It will
 19    replenish every year.  So when we hunt our mammals out in
 20    the ocean or the land animals, we just get what we need to
 21    sustain us for the winter, coming winter.
 22              We have cellars in the summer that we could
 23    store for this long winter ahead when the caribou migrate
 24    back down south.  And we hunt our sea mammals and we store
 25    them in our cellars.  And that was a way of families
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  1    being -- and extended families going in one canoe or skin
  2    boat where these families got together and went out and
  3    got it.  What they brought back with them they divided
  4    among the people that went along in the boat.  They
  5    shared.  And sometimes they were lucky.  Sometimes they
  6    weren't.  They had nothing.
  7              But what our Elders and our forefathers had to
  8    learn was they studied the skies, the ocean, the winds,
  9    and they learned.  And back then the ice used to be really
 10    thick.  But today it's not as thick as it used to be.  It
 11    won't hold up a 50-foot whale.  It will just keep breaking
 12    unless we find ice that's piled up on top of each other
 13    that's thick enough to haul it up.  And it's getting
 14    harder to find ice thick enough to hold a 50-foot-plus
 15    whale.  And we were lucky to get a small whale this
 16    spring, last spring, and a 50-footer where we -- where we
 17    were able to pull it up.
 18              And it seems like this climate change is
 19    affecting the ice and late freeze up.  And that's -- I
 20    thought we were going to have good ice this year, this
 21    last year.  We had good ice, but then the wind came around
 22    and blew that ice all the way out, almost to the shore.
 23    And when the southwest or west wind came in, the ice piled
 24    up in front of -- on the beach.  And when that ice pile
 25    up, the pressure ridges are not as thick as they used to
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  1    be.  Almost three feet, in fact.  When you go down to the
  2    edge of the bank, you will see how thin it is.
  3              And climate change is affecting our walruses.
  4    The springtime, once the ice goes out after the whaling
  5    season, the ice goes out and doesn't come back anymore
  6    like it used to.  But when it used to, it used to come
  7    back in in August and, you know, just go ashore; and when
  8    the waves start coming in, they will be just like the
  9    breakers and keep the -- keep the banks from eroding.  But
 10    with the ice gone, we have more erosion nowadays.
 11              And what -- what the oil companies and the other
 12    agencies need to do is study what our people have learned
 13    about our environment.  Study what is going to happen to
 14    the food cycle of our land mammals -- I mean, sea mammals
 15    once that is depleted.  Once something happens, it's not
 16    going to come back.  And those are the very mammals we
 17    depend on when we are out gathering for the coming winter.
 18              And it's a small window of when we can hunt
 19    walruses.  But they are coming ashore.  Like when they
 20    came ashore close to Point Lay, they -- they had no ice to
 21    go to.  They just hauled out.  And that's going to be
 22    something that's going to be happening more often if the
 23    ice doesn't come back.
 24              And I'm thinking that sometime in the future the
 25    whales will be coming through, but I don't know if the ice
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  1    is going to be thick enough to hold a whale so we could
  2    butcher them on the ice.
  3              And these are things that you need to study, the
  4    food cycles of the different species in the ocean and what
  5    effect it will have if the food cycles is disturbed.
  6              And I would appreciate if the people that are
  7    going to be doing some exploration have other people study
  8    the ocean, the currents.  I know our people here in
  9    Wainwright and the corporation have been doing studies on
 10    the current with some of the oil companies.  I forget who.
 11              But I think that's a step toward working with
 12    the oil companies, working together to make things easier
 13    for both us and them and studying the currents and
 14    studying the winds and learning the conditions of the sea
 15    ice.  I think that this is the way to go about it.  But if
 16    you don't listen to us, why go out and then just disturb
 17    the cycle.
 18              That's all I have to say.  And I'm hoping that
 19    you show respect to our land and our sea like we have
 20    always.  Thanks.
 21                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  All right.  Thanks.
 22                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Joseph Akpik again.  I
 23    want to thank Terry for a good comment, for having good
 24    relations with our tribal.  And I want to make this
 25    particular Executive Order 13-175.  This is a government
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  1    to government relation which means from Department of
  2    Interior to the Native Village of Wainwright and not any
  3    other entity like the North Slope Borough, even though the
  4    North Slope Borough is under the State jurisdiction.  But
  5    the Native Village of Wainwright is under the Department
  6    of Interior.  So this is the government to government
  7    relations to work closely with Native Village of
  8    Wainwright, Native Village of Point Hope, Native Village
  9    of Point Lay.
 10              And this is some of the things that we -- Terry
 11    were saying about our good working together.  And so this
 12    is what that Executive Order 13-175 meant, to have a good
 13    working relationship, work with these people, the Native
 14    and ICAS, Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope.
 15              And so these are some of the things that we can
 16    do because the State of Alaska is starting to get an
 17    interest and we would like to override State of Alaska
 18    because they only have three miles jurisdiction.  The
 19    tribal have 20 miles.  The federal government have 20
 20    miles limit.  And it's going to be subject.  And not with
 21    the State.  And so the State has been intervening every
 22    which way, and especially on this Arctic coastal.  We
 23    would like to see our good relations with the other
 24    coastal communities that we can work together, along with
 25    our agency from the Department of Interior.  And so public
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  1    relations, government to government relations means a lot
  2    to what Terry has said, and I'm glad that he had said
  3    that.
  4              And another thing is Executive Order 12-898,
  5    February 4, 1998, Jefferson -- President Clinton put that
  6    executive order, environmental justice, put it.  Yeah.
  7    Let me get this straight here.  Environmental justice.  We
  8    have to follow along, which Native Village of Wainwright
  9    is going to follow along, which it is the policy that the
 10    Department of Interior have to respect us and abide by
 11    that executive order, environmental justice.  And so
 12    hopefully our working relations can work together to make
 13    it work.
 14              I know we are -- the situation we are in is very
 15    risky in every which way.  The ice -- we can see right now
 16    when I observed coming in from Barrow this morning, there
 17    is an open lead already.  Must be ten miles out.  And gee
 18    whiz.  And further up north toward Barrow, there is open
 19    lead already.  What does that tell us?  It's ready to
 20    break open.
 21              And so these are some of the things that's
 22    unpredictable.  It's very risky, and it's going to be very
 23    risky for platforms.  If they ever do decide to drill on
 24    platforms, the platforms is -- I don't know what would
 25    happen if that ice pressure puts out against the platform.
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  1    There it is.  And so it's not only going to be the ice
  2    movement.  It's going to be the ice current, like I said
  3    earlier.
  4              And another thing that I would like to comment
  5    is I hope that they don't make the ring seals nor the
  6    bearded seals as an endangered species.  Those are the two
  7    species that we hunt in summertime, spring and summer.
  8    And this is mostly our sea mammal diet food that we have,
  9    the blubber.  We need the blubber in order to keep warm.
 10    If I don't eat blubber, I get cold out there.  I haven't
 11    eaten blubber for two months.  And these clothes, it don't
 12    matter.  It's cold now.  If you don't eat no blubber, if
 13    we don't eat our Native food -- like Marjorie says, we
 14    need our food, our Native food, blubber.  This is our
 15    survival diet.
 16              And so hopefully you don't get that ringed seal
 17    and the bearded seal as an endangered species.  And I
 18    would encourage the Department of Interior not to make it
 19    an endangered species, neither the polar bear, because
 20    there are plenty enough.  There are.  And this is why we
 21    respect the nature.  We follow nature.  It tells us.  If
 22    the current don't let us, well, we will wait for another
 23    day.  If it's blowing the wrong different directions, our
 24    lunch are not coming.  The eider ducks are not coming.
 25    Eider ducks are our lunch.  A whale is our dinner.
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  1              And so these are some of the things that we
  2    have -- our main diets.  If I eat a hamburger, if I eat
  3    even beef, I get hungry after a while.  But if I eat
  4    whale, I can last for a day and a half.  And so this is
  5    the diet that we have.  And so we have to preserve in
  6    every which way we can.  Thank you very much.
  7                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Thank you.  Well,
  8    anybody -- we have got a small crowd here, so --
  9                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  There's a lot of
 10    Elder out in Barrow complain about Eskimo food.  They get
 11    hungry for blubber.  They don't want to eat -- they get
 12    tired of White people food.  I don't want that.  That make
 13    me sick.  That's how come most of the people are dying
 14    from different kind of food.
 15                    MR. JOSEPH AKPIK:  Obesity is coming out.
 16    Chemicals are all in there.  But we got natural food.
 17    Thank you.  Go ahead, Marjorie.
 18                    MS. MARJORIE ANGASHUK:  I was just sitting
 19    by one of the Elders, and she was from Nuiqsut, and she
 20    holler her heart out and she asked, God, bring our food
 21    back.  She say, if I eat muktuk the way you say, right, if
 22    I eat muktuk, we won't get hungry days.  Keep us warm,
 23    muktuk.
 24              I remember when I was growing up when I was
 25    small, I used to be really cold, and I say to my dad, Dad,
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  1    I'm cold.  I go in the sleeping bag, I want to run around
  2    the little house, and he would cut a piece of muktuk for
  3    me, blubber, and I lay in the bed and then I go like this
  4    [demonstrating] and I start getting hot.  That made me
  5    feel so good.  I still remember the way I was growing up.
  6    Nowadays, we don't know why we don't see enough polar bear
  7    nowadays.  But now everything changed.
  8                    MR. TERRY TAGAROOK:  One last comment.
  9    When I was in the service and I was overseas for 11 months
 10    and 28 days, and I was out in the boonies and eating
 11    C-rations for the whole year, and my system had got used
 12    to the C-rations that the Army gave us for meals.  I
 13    hardly ate any, but we were all young, you know, 19-,
 14    20-year-olds.  And we were pretty active.  And then having
 15    to eat the C-rations that they gave us for the whole year,
 16    except for Thanksgiving and Christmas when we had a turkey
 17    out in the field.
 18              And then when I came back, you know, my system
 19    was not used to the Native food that I was used to before
 20    I went over, and I had to get -- get used to the food that
 21    I grew up with.  It took a while.  But the hardest one was
 22    the walrus, and it just -- and I think I ate too much at
 23    one time.  And then I had to take it slowly a little bit
 24    at a time, and got my system back into the Inupiaq system
 25    again instead of the C-rations.  And that's the difference
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  1    that I noticed when I came back.  I had to get used to the
  2    Native food I grew up with.
  3              So that's something that -- what our oceans have
  4    out there, that's our food.  And with our store shelves
  5    starting to look empty now with that bypass meal not
  6    coming through anymore, we have to wait maybe how many
  7    days for this kind of food, the chicken or beef or
  8    whatever.  It's getting harder to -- with that bypass meal
  9    not going through like it used to.  That hotel food is not
 10    too good.  It taste good on it, but they don't last long.
 11                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  Well, all right.
 12    Everybody, we are okay to close the meeting?  Raymond, you
 13    have anything else to say?
 14                    MR. RAYMOND AGUVLUK:  No.
 15                    MR. TIM HOLDER:  We don't want to cut
 16    anybody off.  We are off the record.
 17               (Proceedings adjourned at 8:08 p.m.)
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